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Abstract

The initial ain of this research was to offer a cuJ.tural.

analysis of the construction of schlzophrenla as it occurs

in Australia. During fieldwork, the major part of which was

carried out at the Schizophrenia FelLowship of South

Austral la Inc.r drop- in centre, i t became c Lear that

conceptualisations of gender are an important factor ln the

cultural constitution of schizophrenia. This awareness has

led to a thesis which examines the conceptualisatlons of

gender in Australia as they both embedded and reproduced

wfthin understandings of schizophrenia.

The examination of understandings of schizophrenia, ês they

are presented by professionals and the national press as

weLl as at the Fellowshlp, has revealed ""nfa= of femaleness
1\

and maleness which are interwoven throughout many aspects of

Iife in Australla. Two facets of Australian egalitarianlem

that have bearing on the constÍtution of both schizophrenia

and gender are blame and responsibility. In elucÍdating the

ethnographic material these two elements became lmportant as

they Iinked the schLzophrenic into Australian life generally

as well as providing focii for the differential constructlon

of femaleness and maleness in Australian society.

Besides exploring cultural understandings of gender as they

exist in the construction of schizophrenia I argue the

notions of femaleness and maleness which are examined in the

llght of the construction of schizophrenia are reproduced

generally in everyday life.
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Introduct ion

Foucault wrote,

while the return of unreason has the aspect
of a massive repetition, connecting with itseLf
outside of time, the awareness of madness is on the
contrary accompanied by a certain analysis of
modernÍty, which situates it from the start in a
temporal, historical and sociaL context(1961 :2L2),

The above words about the embeddedness of analysis within

the awareness of madness led to my choice of schizophrenia

as the phenomenon through which I would examj'ne aspects of

ideology in AustraLia. The major focus of my work is an

analysis of the construction of gender as it is elaborated

in the constitution of schizophrenia. My analysÍs, while

inspired by Foucaultrs, does not draw on his perspective

alone. Not only do I extend my analysis into the realms of

gender construction but I also locate it primariJ-y in data

colLected during fieldwork, rather than solely in text, in

order to provide an understanding of Australian life in the

last quarter of the twentieth century. In doing this, my

analysis is to a great extent contextuaf, i.e. it is located

in the ethnographic description. Í'thi le Foucaul-t provides

the inspiration Bruce Kapferer's Australian work in Lec¡ends

of People:Mvths of State (1988) also sets, in part, the mode

of analysis in which the thesis develops.

Kapferer's analysis of the Anzac nyth and rituaL provides a

paradigrn f or f urther exam inat ion of aspects of Austral ian

life in their ideological forms. Hís approach to ideology Ís

based on Dumontrs cLassic division between hierarchical and

egalitarÍan state cultural forms (Dumont 1983). The

individualism evident as an aspect of Australian

egalitarianisnr is contrastecl with the holism of hierarchicaL
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Sri Lanka in an exposition of nationaLism, as an aspect of

cosmology, and the concomitant racÍsm of these two societies

is then explored in this context (Kapferer1988).

However, in Kapfererts work, the lack of discussion of

process and hence cu.Lturaf reproduction means that women and

their actions are deprived of meaning. Structuralist

approaches, generally and the variant used by Kapferer,

should be treated with a degree of caution as they were

developed to account for relations that form part of the

dominant male ideologY (ideology used here in a MarxÍst

sense). Nevertheless, Sherry Ortner Ín her paper " Is Female

to MaIe as Nature is to Cufture" (Ortner t982) has shown

that by fleshing out the process inherent in social

relations an analysis is possible which does not obscure the

complexity of the construction of gender. In this thesis I

argue that the structural basis deveJ.oped by Kapferer can be

used in an exam.ination of aspects of schizophrenia to gain

insight into gender construction and the nature of sexism in

Australia. To do this I have chosen to draw not only on the

work of Bruce Kapferer but also that of Paul Ricoeur

(1e85).

For RÍcoeur ideology must be integrated into a symbolic

structure where it may have a distorting function. The

symbolÍc structure provides an ontological base from which

distorting notions that Iegitimate authority can be drawn

(Ricouer 1985). I argue that the symbolíc structure Kapferer

provides fits Ricoeurrs requirement. Indeed Kapferer writes

that the cosmic logic he describes:

const i tutes an ontologY; that is, it
describes the fundamental principles of a being in
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the worLd
toward the
198B:79 ) .

and the orientatÍon of such a being
horizons of its experience (Kapferer

He goes on to say that that ontologY - is capable of

realising a variety of meanings' (Kapferer 1988:79)'

9{ithout embarking on a discussion of ontology at this point

r argue that in discussing gender relations as revealed in a

study of schizophrenia the dÍstorting function of ideology,

which Ricoeur says is taken up in tegitimating authority'

becomes important as process which allows the

marginalisation of schizophrenics and, even within the

context of the construction of madness, the subjugatÍon of

women.

There are, of course, those who feel that not much is to be

revealed in analysing madness as a phenomenon. Peter Miller

writes that psychiatry is the phenomenon of importance

because madness:

...as the constitutive object of psychiatryrs
exi.stence is only a transitory phenomenon( MilIer
1986: L4 ) .

This view conflicts with Foucault's perspective, it is a.l'so

logicatly flawed. Psychiatry itself should be understood as

reLational. with regard to the constitution of madness but

the inverse is also true. Neither madness nor psychiatry is

prior in the functionaL sense indicated by Miller and

madness remains prior historicaLly anyway.

At another levet Herve Varenne maintains that by emphasising

the analysis of marginal phenomena within oners o$¡n culture

one is making those people -the other' in much the same way

as the work with foreign societies gives the anthropologists
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a distinct view of those societies (Varenne 1986:1-9)' To

understand your own culture frorn Varenne's point of view one

must be immersed in the world of the doninant groups of that

culture. There are two rebuttals to his argument'

The fÍrst is that whÍle dominant groups are invofved in the

reproduction of culture they are by no means the only actors

on the cultural stage: note here that a schizophrenic

Australian is no less an Australian!1 The second' is that in

exploring the margins, set as they are within a culture, the

meanings appropriate to a specific cuLture become evident.

Varenne's argument fail-s to apprecíate the pervasiveness of

culturaL undertandings. It a.Lso minimises the complexity of

the reLations between designated dominant groups and others

in society. In analysing schizophrenia the potential for

developing a paradigm for the cultural construction of ma'Ie

and femafe is embedded within an analysis of the same

culture's construction of that phenomenon.

There are of course manY competing paradigms available

within Anthropology with which to forge understandings of

Australian Iife. The second section of the introduction to

the thesis deals with current debates in anthropoJ'ogy and

how they inform my analysis. It also locates the anaLysis of

gender construction through an examination of schizophrenÍa

in the arguments of feminist scholarship and psychiatry' A

short explanation of "schizophrenia", and the site of my

fieldwork is necessary before I list the contents of the

remaining chapters and embark on a discussion of

Anthropology.

Schizophrenia as diagnosecl is a common mental iflness,
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affecting L% of the Australian population. Despite this it

has no clear aeti-ology, symptomology, course or prognosis.

Since the latter half of the nineteenth century it has been

increasingly studied. As it became incorporated into

medical models its diagnosis and treatment as an ÍLlness

have been developed. There has been seemÍngly a systematic

attempt to categorise and t'reat -scl¡ízophreni-ar, the

disease, and yet the position with regard to both diagnosis

and treatment has become more, rather than Less, þrazy- There

are, nonetheless, a series of symptoms that the DSM-III
'ô(1980)¿ provides which are used as indicators to the

pre:sence rrf the "i11ness", schizophrenia. This is despÍte

the fact that bionedicine finds it increasinglY hard to

account for any i 1 lness, let afone one where the

symptomology is so dependent on its cultural context, as

Leith Mullings so effectively poÍnts out in his monograph

(Mul.l ings 1984:63 ) .3

With regard to mental illness (or health)

west,particularly Europe and America, has developed an

the

all

encompassing paradigm which makes psychiatry a peculiarly

western practice. Francis Hsu maintains:

In the sociaf , psychological and cl'inical
disciplines the study of self has centered in the
concept of persona.Lity. ....the concept of
personality is an expression of the western ideal
of individualism (Hsu 1985:34).

Later in this thesis I argue that the necessity that

schizophrenia be seen as "affecting every culture, even

those ,;^¿h.,-) cl o n(li: knoW they've grlt -it" (ì irf ()t'01 -rrrti) is

integral to the way in which Australians understand

schizophrenia as a disease.
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Although not embarking on a comparative exercise in the same

manner as Kapferer, the specificity of mY analysis in the

face of universalising concepts with regard to the

phenomenon under study is important. This is not only

because of the nature of my anthroplogical enterprise. It is

also because one of the aspects of Australian understandings

of schizophrenia is the continued homogenising efforts of

both professionals and involved lay people with regard to

schizophrenia as disease.

My fieldwork was carried out primarily at the drop-in centre

of the Schizophrenia Fellowship of South Australia Inc. This

body exists under the aegis of The MentaI Health Resource

Centre which is essentÍatly a colLection of support groups

for sufferers of mental itlnesses all housed in a single

building. Although the Centre has a coordinator the

association of the various groups is a Loose one. The

premíses are at Kent Town, Adelaide s.A. Adelaide is the

major (only) city in the state of South Australia. These

premises are on a number of major bus routes whÍch, given
', the fun 9gry+ condÍtion of public transport in South

7\ - .. ,

Australia, is an achievement in itself and theoretically'

should help people to make their waY to the drop-in centre

quite easily.

The Fellowship, which has the largest membership of the

groups at the centre, occupies the largest space within the

building. The main focus for those coming to the Fellowship

is the large room which is at the rear of the building. This

room contains lounge chairs, a sofa, a long tabLe with

kitchen chairs, a soft drinks machine and a table tennis
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table. There are a number of sma]l offices l-eading off the

roomandthreeoftheseareusedbytheofficersand

vo.l.unteers of the fellowship. A movable partition is

generally used to screen the main room from a number of

officesoccupiedbymembersoftheothersupportgroups.

Other than a sma1l storeroom, which is really a locked

cupboard, any other space used by Feltowship members is

shared with the other groups.

Into these rather utilÍtarían surroundings people who have

beendiagnosedashavingschizophreniacometomeetwith

other sufferers and with those who are related to

sufferers. The FeLlowship also offers a telephone service

manned by vol.unteers. this service deals with calls f rom

people wanting to know about schizophrenia as well as

offeringinformationabouttheserviceandsupport

facilities open to sufferers and their families. There has

a.lso been an ef f ort by the Fel lowship to provide and

maintaj-n a number of houses for occupancy by schizophrenics'

For a number of reasons this has not been a successful

enterprise and was eventually abandoned'

The stated overal.l aim of the Fellowship is provided as a

mission statement:

promote the welfare of schizophrenia sufferers,
their reLatives and friends.

The specific support offered in the Kent Town building takes

the form of activities such art work, Yoga and cooking in

which sufferers are encouraged to take part but no overt

pressure is applied by the volunteers or the paid staff with

regard to participation. I was told by a number of people

'l:



that the main objective was to get the sufferers to attend

the drop-in centre and that pressure of any sort would

al ienate those the Fel lowship was trying to heJ.p. The

support group meetings, which take place at a variety of

venues on a monthly basis, provide a forum for discussion

about the difficulties encountered, either as a

schizophrenic or a concerned relative.

At all. times there is a concerted effort to make the

atmosphere at Kent Town and the meetings as acceptable to

the sufferers as possible. !{hile there is the hope that they

will be able to learn or relearn social ski11s, it is

recognised by the two members of paid staff that this is a

somewhat high hope arrd that proçtress for a schízophrenic rnay

be reflected merely in her /þ.is ability to get to Kent Town

sometime durÍng the day.

The concerns adopted by the Fellowship demonstrate a way

through which an analysis of the construction of

schizophrenia in Australia can be developed. The ai¡ns of the

Fellowship are to provÍde support in an interim setting for

schizophrenics after they have been "i11", and to provide an

atmosphere where they are able to relearn social and

practical skills. The concerns of the FellowshÍp and the

attitudes expressed refLect notions of what constitutes a

mentally healthy or sÍck AustraLian.

The concerns of the Fel.Iowship and the conceptualisations of

schizophrenia offered by those attending the drop-in centre

bring to mind questions about the reproduction of

understarrclings embedded Ín the notion of schizophrenia.
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Kapferer mentions Bourdieu's theory of the reproduction of

understanding in practice and himself foreshadows a

consideration of reproduction, he does not fully explore

this aspect of ideology (Kapferer 1988 :471. The continued

rnappÍng out of the Ídeology with its ontological

underpinnings is not enough; there needs to be an analysis

which demonstrates clearly the waY aspects of ideology are

continually engaged in everday life. I shall discuss the

problem of reproductj.on in relatÍon to Bourdieurs concept

of habitus in the latter half of this chapter. In this

thesis concepts of gender are drawn together as facets of

daily life in Australia which demonstrate the way in which

individualism as an aspect of egalÍtarianism underlies the

construction of schizophrenia and gender in our society.

In the course of examining the evident concerns of the

Fellowship a paradigm for an anthropological analysis of

schizophrenia in AustralÍa becomes clear. Continually

restated in the Fellowship concerns and practice is the

perceived need for the reinstatement of an autonomous'self

which operates effectively within society. This I'eads to an

examÍnation, in the first Chapter, of the construction of

self within Australia. In trying to rehabilitate the

schizophrenic notions of farnily are engaged in the process

of trying to help the sufferers and family members adjust

to living less fu11 1ives, of to improve their 1ot. The

conceptual.isations of reLatedness and what they entail are

dealt with in Chapter Two. At the Fellowship it is obvious

that everyone is engaged within a culture that demands

interaction, not just with immediate others but with

friends, acquaintances, artistic and media representation as
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welL as with those bureaucratic, impersonal processes which

inpinge on all our lives. The relationship between the state

and schizophrenia is the focus of chapter Three. The

representation of schÍzophrenia as an illness in Australia

is the medium through which I examine gender construction in

Chapter Four.

Anthropo loqv, Schizophrenia and the Anafvsis of, Gender

Relations

This section of the thesis is devoted to a general

discussion of anthropological analysis and the way in which

several perspectives inform my work. Rather than providing a

chronicle of anthroptogy in the eighties I discuss a number

of different approaches which directly impinge upon mY

analysis of gender refations in Australia as they are

refracted through the constitution of schizophrenia' Two

very different approaches to culturaL anthropology which

have ramifications for the practise of anthroplogy generally

have emerged during the eighties. Both have reLevance to

thÍs thesis in that, taken separately, they exemplify the

problem anthropologists have in trying to describe

analytically the changing as well as the seemingly

intransigent, aspects of social 1ife.

one approach developed structuralist perspectives to

incorporate history so that transformations could be

understood with relatÍon to the underpinnings of the society

under study. Sahlins (198?), Valerii (1985) and Kapferer

(1gBB) all provide excellent, though differing, analyses

which marry structuralist approaches with historically

specific material in order to examine features of the

10



societies they examine. In contradistinction there has also

emerged an approach which eschews not only structuralism'

but also history as constructions of particularistic western

ideology. This approach is 1abe11ed, wrongly according to

Marcus (n.d.), deconstructÍonist. Marcus and Fischer (1986),

clifford ( 1988), Geertz ( 1988) and Taussig ( 1986) have aLl

embarked on analyses of the anthropological enterprise as

well as societies under studY.

In order to understand how these two perspect

related in this thesis it is necessarY to examine

of the two AustraJian 4 anthropologists a tit

cIosely. Kapfererrs work in Legends of PeopL e

ives are

the work

t.l.e more

Myths of

State is perhaps more readily understood as having relation

to a thesis about Australia. Half of this lengthy work is

devoted to an analysis of Australian life and political

culture (Kapferer 1988:1 19 -2781. laussig is relevant

because, with his Colombian material he provides the major

ethnography to emerge from the theoretical perspectives of

the "deconstructionists" (Taussig 1986). Taussig also, in

his critÍque of Mintz and frloLf , expands on the necessÍty of

interpreting the everyday in understanding culture (Taussig

1e87 ) .

For Kapferer (L988) the aim is to explore the ideologÍcal

underpinnings of two different nation states, Sri Lanka and

Australia. He contrasts the two societies which have

respectively hierarchical and egalitarian ideologies which

inform the racist aspects of each state as political

culture. In the Australian context, egalitarianism is

concomitant with individual.ism.Kapferer develops hiq

11



analysis around A,nzac: the histofY, the mythology and the

celebratj.on. In doing this he traces the egalitarian nature

of Australian life through conceptualisations of mateship,

subversion, the Nation and the State'

Taussigrs ethnography involves a deconstructÍon of history

as presented by Britain as a colonial power. using texts of

the colonial period he deconstructs and reinterprets the

findings of British courts with regard to the brutality

visited upon the indigenous peoples of colombia. He moves

from this to a study of the shaman and the wild man in

present day colombia. In the second half he is involved in a

,description of his fieldwork in which he deals with the

everday. As well as doing awaY with notions of structure he

locates resistance in the everyday assumptions of the

Putamayans. He examines particularly closely the taking of

yage and the trance and dialogue that follow the use of this

substance (Taussig 1986).

Both of these approaches have much to recommend them.

Neither reguires that the people under study be necessarily

a part of the western political economy, Do rnatter what

degree of penetration is observed. They are different in

that one deals with the a cultural logic while the other is

continually reflecting upon the analysis provided in the

course of the enterprise. Both too are susceptible to the

critique offered by the other approach. If Kapferer was to

take the historical accounts (he uses c.E.w.Bean

particularly) and view them not as an accurate albeit

ideological account through which the ideals of Australian

manhood, and consequent).y Australian identity are
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constituted; but as an artefact which needs to be contrasted

with other accounts, his analysÍs would provide a different

and perhaps more complex description of AustralÍan

egalitarianisn. Taussig, on the other hand, may not have

provided a analysis which treats the taking of Yage and

resistance as comparable and equally weighted entities

within social life if he had used some notion of a cUltural

logi c .

Taussig and Kapferer both provide verY political analyses.

The racisms evident in Sri Lanka and Australia are explored

in Kapfererrs work white Taussig effectively elaborates on

the terror of coloniaLism and the depradations faced bY a

deposed índigenous people. Kapferer critÍcises

deconstructionist ana.Lysis as being conservative while

making the point that order is not in and of itself

conservative (Kapferer 1989:94). Any analytical perspective

which provides an examination of domination and oppression

may be politically conservative or radical.. It is of course

not enough to say that someonets heart is in the right place

but examination of both works provides understandings of the

nature of oppression in Colombia, Australia and Sri Lanka

that do not allow the necessity of oppression. I'tith regard

to these two analysts there is one aspect of social and

political life with which neither has come to terms :that is

gender relations.

Kapferer has provided an analysis which ignores Australian

women. The racisln attributed to Australians is constituted

and reproduced in the male world of mateship and all that

entails. Indeed if Kapferer's mode of analysis was strictly

13



adhered to an analysis of sexism couLd be made within which

women were omitted.S Spencer wrote:

(Despite some brief and
feminist readings, it is
at al 1, Austral ian
this. ) ( Spencer 1989 : 164 )

sympathetic discussion of
not at aLl cfear how, if
women figure in al1

Similarly laussigrs work even though deconstructionÍst does

not seem to involve women. In his later article in proposingt

an analysis which examines the everYday he does write:

Rather

What people say are things like (recalling mY
chÍldhòod) "a cuppa tea, a Bex and a good lie down"-
a sigh of pleasure,/a cry of pain and muted protest,
associated with or attributed to working -class
women in Sydney (Bex is an across-the-counter
analgesÍc) (Taussig 1987 : 158-159 ) .

than examining this phenomenon Taussig embarks on a

dÍscussÍon of an

its needLess to

which to make

ttritua.lstt of

implications of

excerpt from Joyces The Dubl'iners (perhaps

sây, the protagonists are all male) with

his point about the need to examine the

the everyday. He never discusses the

ritual in the everyday of Australian women.

In this thesis I have trÍed to take note of both approaches

in order to examine the ways in which understandings of

Australian life are being continually reflected in the

constitution and experience of gender relations as they are

evident in schizophrenia. To this end I have used Kapfererrs

understanding of the egalitarian underpinnings of Australian

life and have, throughout my analysis critically examined

the conceptualisations of gender that are evident in notÍons

surrounding schizophrenia. Such an approach is culturally

specific in that it reflects aspects of egalitaríanisn which

are evident in a particular way in Australian material but

which may present as transforms in other western contexts.
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This structural understanding, âs I pointed out above, does

not aIlow for the complexities that are available if

understandings are continuaLly questioned and reconstituted.

In this work I have tried to untangle the web of

relationships regarding gender that are evident in the

understandings of schizophrenia. To the extent that

understandings of both schizophrenia and gender are made

problematic in the Australian context the thesis can be

considered -.deconstructionÍstr. In doing this I have

sometimes used understandings of phenomena that do not

appear specifically in either structuralist or

deconstructionist modes of analysis.

The particul.ar concept which I have used in two waYS is

ideology. Besides using it in the Dumontian sense I have

also used Ídeology as Ricouer explains it in Lectgres Oq

Ideoloqy and Utopia (Ricoeur 1986). Rather than espousing

ideology as distorting as in Marxist usage Ricouer maintains

ideology has an integrative function which Ís liable to

distortion in order to maintaÍn domination but distortion is

not necessarily a factor of ideology. This integrative

rather than distorting function becomes important as

fieLdwork notes reveal that people under study do indeed

realise the social relations that are involved in their

position within the Australian state.

HavÍng examined the understandings of schizophrenia and the

conceptualisations of qender therein, the question becomes

one of reproduction. For Kapferer it is the nythology and

its efaboration which is historically present and, although

he mentions Bourdieu!s notion of habitus, reproduction is

15



located in the essential underpinnings being continually

engaged by different historical instances. Neil Maclean

(n.d.) has since written a paper on Maríng in which he

elaborates on BourdÍeurs notion of habitus. In this paper

Maclean refers specÍfically to reproduction through the

everyday usage of what Bourdieu calls -dispositionsr. These

dispositions as Maclean points out are not strategies but

the Iearned way in which individuals operate in the daily

Iives which not only reveals the conceptualisations they

have of phenomena (e.g. schizophrenia and gender relations)

but also reproduces them. In this thesis the everyday

understandings of gender, âs they permeate very unusual

circumstances, are examined in the belief that this is where

both schizopli.renia and gender are constÍtuted and

reproduced.

Schizophrenia and this Thesis

In one sense the examination of gender and schizophrenia as

evident in this thesis developed "backwards". Rather than

taking the over-representation of femaLes in the incidence

of madness and then delineating the characteristÍcs of

femaleness and maleness this work started by examining

peopte affected by the diagnosis of schizophrenia. Although

the presenting factors are different by gender, the

statÍstical evidence indÍcates that women and men are

represented equally in terms of numbers diagnosed as

schizophrenic.

V.lith regard to the philosophical status of schizophrenÍa

Australia is very much situated in the western tradition.

The historical analyses that trace the incarceration of the

16



mentaLl.y i11 and the ascription of the illness and its

symptomology are atl pertinent in the analysis of the

Australian situation. Australian psychiatry is based upon

British and North American understandings and the

egalitarian nature of Australian society can be traced out

in the acceptance of ideas about self help and individual

responsibÍ1ity that have their genesis in other western

cultures ; as well as in Australia.

The diagnosis "schizophrenia" gained acceptance in the

latter half of the nÍneteenth century when Eugen Bleuler

annotated symptoms and provided a prognosis as well as

treatment possibilities. By the turn of the century

KraepelÍn had been influential in further developing the

notions surrounding schizophrenia as disease. As the medicaL

modet has developed so aLso has the complexity of

understandings about schrizophrenia and a plethora ot

categories now surround schizophrenia. 9{hat has remained of

Bleuler and Kraepelin's conclusions is the observation of

altered realities for the sufferer as we.ll as manifestations

of deLusions and haLLucinations.G

In Australia the medical model is, in the later stages of

the twentieth century, the predominant factor in the

constructÍon of schizophrenia. This model as I point out in

Chapter Three becomes both a refuge and a prison for

schizophrenícs and their familÍes. The arguments that are

developed about schizophrenia in other western countries are

transferred and transformed within the Australian situation

to provide a rich field for analysis of the nature of

Australian life.
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Australian Anthropfosv and this Thesis

Back in Australia, the dry sardonic and
somewhat empericist view of rny compatriots has
rneant working in an environment where the
culture cofìcept, with its neo-Kantian
overtones, is prodded, poked and turned about
in a rather suspicious fashíon (Austin-Broos
1987 preface).

Like all generalÍsatÍons there is no specÍflc Australian

anthropology. Accepted community understanding is still that

anthropologists are interested in, and study Aboriginal

peoples. Although various people including Marie De

Lepervanche (1989), Diane Austin-Broos (1987) and Lenor.e

Manderson (1985) have addressed this issue cultural studies

of "Àustralian" 1ife have remained marginalised in this

country. By and large it has been women as social scientists

and historians who have dealt with critical analyses of

mainstream Australian 1ife.7 This seems to have resulted in

feminist studies which, while providing the analysis of

female oppression in this country, once again fail to enter

the mainstream of anthropological discourse.

This thesis is Iocated within the arguments of mainstream

cultural anthropology yet it deals with gender relations'

particularly with regard to "responsibility" and "blame" as

they are worked out in an Australian context. The social

structures that embody and reproduce the conceptualisations

of femaleness and maLeness are examined with the intention

of revealing the existence, within a particular historical

moment, of notions of gender which are seemingingly

intransigent in the Australian context. To this end I have

utilised, without being totally convinced, Kapfererrs j.deas

about "ontology!'. There is, r believe, a set of
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understandings that are engaged at particular ;Lri,storicÊ1

moments in dif ferent,waYS. I am, not sur:e that Kapf êr,êT, has',

remained true to the philosophicaL bases which formed

arguments around ontolgy as it was promulgated by Heidegger

and the debates, particuLarly with the Franfurt school, that

ensued (see particularly Adorno 1982). However by allying

Kapfererrs notion of ont-r:logy with Ricouerrs ideas on

ideology, f have attempted to provide a way in which

ontolgy can be picked up in a specific socio-historical

context to provide for dominance and oppression.

Simultaneously I have J-ocated the rep4oduction of the

aspects of egalitarian ideology and ontology in the everday'

not only in practice but also in the reflected upon everyday

understandings of what it means to be a woman or a man in

Àtrstralia.

In the thesis those important facets of schizophrenia and

Australian Iifr-.: seff, family, state and representation,

are examined to eLicit aspects of egalitarianism and theír

ramifications for conceptualisations of femaLe and mafe.
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Footnotes to Introduction

1. In this thesis I have used schizophrenic, sufferer,
patient and client to refer to those people diagnosed as
havÍng the "illness" schizophrenia.

2. The Diaqnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
like aIl health manuals requires constant revision. DSM-III
is the 1980 version and was the one being used during my
fieldwork.

3. Mullings goes further in tying bÍomedicine to the
symbolic life of western capitalism:

it is becoming j.ncreasingly evident that the
diagnostic ideas underlying 9{estern biomedicine are
far from clear cut and very much dependent upon the
social relations and symbol systems at a given tÍme
(Miller 1984:63 ) .

4. An interesting deconstructionist study couLd be_ carried
out on the work of these two men given their common
background at Sydney then the divergent works as they moved
through their careers. The assumption being that Kapfererrs
time at Manchester and TaussÍg's work at Michigan provided
them with greatly different ideas on the nature of the
anthropological enterprise.

5. Annette 9ùej.ner had this to say about Sahlins and
Valeriirs approaches to history:

If our project now is -to explode the concept of
history by the anthropological experience of
culture'(Sahlins 1985:72) then we
must exercise extreme caution over writing history
and interpreting ethnography with a male bias that
systematically reduces g.¡oments roles
and the representations to Ímpure, destructive
seductresses and reproducers (1987:160).

6. Kraepelin was the first to deal with the chronicity of
schizophrenia as an illness and the hopeLessness of the
dísease was a feature of his analysis. This aspect of his
approach is in disfavour now.

7. cf. Ji11 Julius Matthews (1984), Kay Schaffer (1988)'
JuIie Marcus ( 1988),Susan Baggett Barham ( 1985), Anne
Summers (1975)
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Chapter One

The reconstitution and maintenance of seLf is

concern of people using the FeI lowship's amenitÍes,

particularly the sufferers. In this chapter a framework is

established for examining the necessity for blame in

egalitarian societies and its conseguences with regard to

gender in Australia. The concept of self as it is evident in

the construction of schizophrenia is argued to convey

aspects of what it means to be maLe and differentially, what

it is to be female in this society. It is further argued

that these meanings are available within a logic of

individualism that is part of egalitarian societies in the

sense that Kapferer uses it to analyse Australian

nat ional ism .

The reproductÍon of these meanlngs is Located in the very

understandings that they convey. This is not only in

practice as Kapferer (and perhaps Bourdieu) seems to argue

but also in the reflected upon reaLities that are provided

in both the availab.Le texts and fieldwork material. The

everyday understandings of what it is to be female or maLe

in Australia are encapsulated in the notions surroundÍng the

ailing or heaJ-thy seLf and are constituted bY, and

constitutive, of that phenomenon. This examination the self

in the Austral. ian context reveaf s aspects of f ema.Leness and

mal-eness as they are evident in schízophrenia.

SELF AS A 9{ESTERN CONCEPT

The discussion of the concept of self has a long tradition

in western discourse. For centuries the concept has been a

ma jor f ocus of philosophers. As R. Niebuhr poin'ts out, the
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Hebrai c tradi t ion supp-L ied the poet ic metaphor whi 1e the

Heffenic provided a more precise definitÍon of the uniquely

human, âlbeit a rational rather than an existential human

(1955:3). In more recent times, the last 125-15O years,

three emerging disciplines, psychology, psychiatry and

anthropology, have introduced interesting insights into the

dÍscussion of the concept of self. So much so that Arthur

Kleinman maintains that in order to understand

schizophrenia, which is at present the limiting phenomenon

with regard to the breakdown of self, ê1I three disciplines

need to be involved. As Kteinman would have it these three

disciplines are required, not only to formulate the problems

surrounding the construction of schÍzophrenia, but also to

indicate appropriate responses to the phenomenon (Kleinman

198O :xit¡ ).

Suk Choo Chang in a recent artÍcle, wrote that the concept

of self has been -reLatively unexamined in the west'(Suk

ChooChang 1988:169). While appreciating that he is trying to

examine the dif ference between the notion of se-Lf as it

is presented ín western society and its representation in

those cultures affected by Buddhist and Hindu influences, a

quantitative statement of that nature is not only inaccurate

but al.so misLeading. The concept of sel f and the changes

surrounding that concept have, âs I pointed out above, a

very long tradition in western philosophical thought. 1

At another level Suk Choo Chang notes that with regard to

of seLf:western discourse on the concept

Even today usage tends to be ambiguous and
confusirg, at times it is used as synonomous with
such concepts as ego, person,identity, individual
and so forth; but at other times these various
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concepts are distinguished(Suk choo chang 1988:169-
170).

Semantic confusion, I argue, does not necessarily reffect

confusÍon'on the ground'and each of these terms may be

considered iconic of, and necessary for the others in

western culture. Anthony grlilden when analysing Montaigners

Essays wrote:

It is not necessary to attenpt the impossible task
of deciding precisely what Montaigne or anybody
else means by -self in order to comprehend the
function of this mental construct' that of an image
or of phantasy, or to recognise the consequence,
which Marx emphasised so clearJ.y, that intellectuaL
antimonies are not contradictions in -reality' but
rather an expression of a paradoxical relationship
between the subjectÍve( ideofogical) and the
objective (actual ) "fife situation" of an
individuat, or a societY(Wilden 1980:90 ) .

Sirnilarly, I am not embarking on a precise exploration of

the -nature of self

anaLysts but rather

situation" of those

in order to reveaf

as depicted bY mY informants nor

I am intent on examining the "life

diagnosed as schizoPhrenicindividuaLs

aspects of AustraLian cufture and

conceptual.isations of gender within it.

Suk Choo Chang's paper is important because he sets about

examining the concept of self as it is presented within

different cultures recognising that the concept of self as

it is presented in western discourse is not universaL.

Another anaLysis that, in takíng a Dumontian approach

provides a somewhat clearer understanding of the concept of

self as it is constituted in egalitarian and hierarchical

societies, (although it is not his main brief) is

Kapferer's. He points out:

I hasten to add that the hierarchical'
conceptions of Buddhist Sri Lanka are not without
concepts of the inclividual or person' What I am
stating is that in the hierarichal logic the
individual is valued differently, and the worfd
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order is not conceived as c'onstructed out
individuals being constituted instead, in
encompassing cosmic process (Kapferer 1988:1'4) .

He goes on to show that this is in direct contrast to

of
an

the

egalitarian context where the autonomous Índividual Ís

conceived of as the basic unit upon which, interactively,

society is built (Kapferer 1988:15).

The notion that self is prior to society is, of course,

germane to the writings of existential, and phenomenological

analysts.By situating the existentiaL sel-f as central to

society, society itself can be seen to be acting upon

individuals to produce a breakdown of self, such as is seen

to occur in schizophrenia. While this type of analysis

succeeds in locating the phenomenon within a specific

(western) cultural process it is unab]e to account f or the

constitution of seLf in radically different cultures.

THE COMMON ROOTS oF CRIÎICAL 6( ESTABLISHMENT PSYCHIATRY

R.D. Laing (1984) and Ludwig Binswanger (1963) are but two

famous and influentiaL proponents of existentialist theory

which formed the basis of a critique which emerged in the

late fifties and earl-y sixties of estabLished psychiatric

practise. An interesting insight into the understanding of

menta.l. disease generally, schizophrenia specif ica1ly and

western culture (notably American, British and Australian)

is provided both by the critique and the reaction of the

psychiatric establishment to the critique provided by

existentialists and phenomenonologists. The need for blame

and an underlying probLem about what constitutes rea.L and

unreaf in these societies is evident on exami.nation of both

the critique and the reaction.
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Against the background of a science that was developing and

refining its criteria regarding insanity both dÍagnostically

and therapeuticaJ.ly the critique rendered both areas

problematic. Gregory Bateson , R.D.Laing , Thomas szasz and

Erving Goffman (see discussion below) are al'1 names which

are inextricably linked with the critjque, althougth they all

took very different approaches to analysing the the social

construction of mental ilLness.

Gregory Bateson ( 1.973 ) in examining the aetiology of

schizophrenia was to pÌace the cause in interaction with a

signÍfÍcant other, usually this would be the mother in

western cultures, during early chiLdhood. The difficulties

the schizophrenic has in commurricating, with the disjointed

sentences, the non sequiturs and even the complete isolation

of individuals from those around them Bateson saw as

developing from a situation where there hlas never an

appropriate response for the future patients to the point

where confusion was the prevailing state in theÍr dealings

with others and prevented them from successfully taking

control of their own lives.

The confusion facing schizophrenics is described in

literature as well as in factual accounts by sufferers and

in the literature provided by psychiatrists of everY

persuasion. Mary Barnes and John Berke (1982)' as

schizophreni.c and psychjatrist respectively, describe the

progress of her psychotic phases with alarming clarity. A

rather more prosaic accoult Ís found in Vaughan Carrrs

description when he writes:

Itisimportanttounderstandthatmanyofthe
symptoms of schizophrenia, such as del.usions and
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haLLucinations which tend.to arise in this active
phase may represent the mind's attempts to make
sense out of this truly bewildering experience- to
f ind a pattern in a muddle of tragments. 9,Ihen the
nind is bonbarded by junbled or unpatterned jmputs
in this way, the experience is one of
disorganisation (Carr n.d.:11. ).

This inability of the schizophrenic to communicate that

results in much mayhem in the active phase and conìplete

isolation in the passive phase of the process for Bateson is

inherent in the system of communication itself.

R.D. Laing (1986) situated his examination of the phenomenon

in the family. He approached the problem with the view that

sufferers were in existential crisis and he elaborated on

the experiential aspect of schizophrenia. In doing so he

questioned the validity of medical diagnosis with regard to

insanity. Laing also followed through the course of the

psychosis with studies of interaction in famiLies where one,

or more, mêmbers had been diagnosed schizoptrrenic. The

notion that families generaJ.ly are funny, constructed things

never seemed to occur to him until quite recently. However,

Laing did in Self and Others (1971) examine the construction

of self and the implication this had for the "mentally iLl".

It is in this study that he questions the clinical criteria

used in diagnosis when he writes:

Such -clinicafr categories as schizoid, autistic-impoverished' af fect, -withdrawa-L', aIJ-
presuppose that thery are reliable, vafid impersonal
criteria for makinE attributions aborrt the other
person's relation to his actions. There are no such
reLiabl-e or valid criteria (Laing l9'IL:128) . 

,...'

Where Bateson saw the interaction between the signifÍcant

other and the putative schizophrenic as a causative factor

Laing had moved to a point where he acknowledged that not

onJ.y those immediately invoLved in socialisation had
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influence on the diagnosis but that those evaluating

which to work.behaviour had no objective criteria with

Thomas Szasz, f suppose, could be said to be on the lunatic

fringe of the critique. He did not bother with examining

aetiology nor any of the more general issues of

socialisation or understanding of self in notj-ons ot

madness. For Szasz it was the labe12 that produced the

disease; that there may be more complex understandings of

socia.L construction were Lost in his assertion that

individuaLs were misunderstood rather than i1I. Szasz, more

than any other person invoLved in the critique was committed

to the cult of the individual. He maintained that individual

responsibility needed to be fostered in the mentally ilt to

ensure their return to the sociaL worl.d (Szasz 1961, 1963).

His insistence on the essential hurnanity of the individual

and his examination of the judicial practices remains an

important factor of the critique of psychiatry (Szasz 1989).

Erving Goffman, like Szasz, places the onus for the

inc Ídence of mental i f Lness on the label J. ing of the

individual by society. Goffman dealt generally with the

notion that stigma in fact denotes a way for the world to

construct the individual(Goffman 1963). He also moved into

the real-m of the asylum where he examined the life of the

mental patient. According to Goffman with their relation to

the outside world severed, mental patients, to become well,

need to adopt the understandings of self that the powerful

others about them have. Whatever the shortcomings of

Goffrnanrs approach it did highJ.ight the fact that beÍng

diagrnosed as mentally i11 put people in a particular
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position within society: a very tlncomfortable, marginal-

position where their understandings of the world and sel.f

were either wrong or insignificant compared with those of

their carers (Goffman 1982). That the carers may provide a

self that sufferers see as desirab.Ie, and that experience of

the worl-d may lead them to seek a diagnosis escaped Goffman

completely. This is an aspect of the experience of

schizophrenics that I wilL discuss later in this chapter in

relation to my fieldwork.

The critique offered was based on the notion that mental

iLlness is socially constructed and that socialisation pJ.ays

an integral part in both the presentation and interpretation

of symptoms and the course of "mentaL iLl-ness". The focus of

the aetiological aspect took on a different dimension within

the critique as mental illness was seen to be not merely

an aspect of personal biography of the patient. For example,

Laing in 1959 wrote that in the treatment of schizophrenia:

......the therapist must have the plasticity to
transpose himsel-f into another strange and even
a.lien view of the worId. f n this act, he draws on
his own psychotic possibilities, without forgoing
his sanity (Laing 1984:34 ) .

This was a distinct change from the more

taken by Stafford-Clarke in the fifties

diagnosed schizophrenics:

conventional view

when he wrote of

that a refusal or inability to accept some or
aIl- of the demands of reaJ.ity is characteristic of
such patients, and it is this that above all
separates them from their feLlow men and promotes
the hostility and antagonism which they stilL
encounter ( Staf f ord-Cl-arke 1952 :12) .

While the critique stil1 focussed on the biography of the

bydiagnosed

both the

schizophrenic it was the biography established

patientrs Ímmediate
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Laingrs approach here is crucial in that it established

within psychiatry a study of the construction of self. This

was not deveJ.oped in a cuLtural vacuum but fitted into the

concerns of the times when theories about the nature of man

and existence were being radical 1y interpreted by

existentiaf and phenomenonological analYSts. That it is the

"nature of man" that is under examination is important. As

Anthony Wilden points out:

But the weL l-meant f l ight from the
overriding male chauvinism of the Freudian
theory did very little to change the
continued oppression of women by both
male and femafe therapists. The emphasis
on the - schizophrenogenic' mother- - real'
as she may be- further contributed to what
can only be called the biosociaL pathology
of the -opposition' between the sexes in
our culture ( 9^Iilden 1980 279l,.

Bfame shifted from the female as the pathological erotic

being of Freud to the pathological communicator and

sociaLiser in the critique. The critique does (and did)

'bl.amer socialisation for the incidence of schizophrenia

even when the aetiology of the disease is seen as residing

in ínteraction, as with Batesonrs double-bind theory.

because within western cuftures the significant other is

alnost certainly the mother, or another female responsible

for the nurturance of the chi]d.3

Establishment psychiatry took exception to the blaming of

both the mother and society as well as the probLematising of

the nature of the phenomenon. InitÍa11y though the

striking feature of the continuuing reaction to the critique

which is now an establíshed one is the strength of its

language. Two examples f rom opposite sides if the Atl'antic
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and one from the Australian context demonstrate the

vehemence of the reaction.

From the American side Fuller-TorrêY, a psychiatrist and

forerunner in making current understandings of schizophrenia

an issue in the eighties, saYS of the critique:

These theories are poetic nonsense and there is
much evidence to prove it ( Fuller Torrey 1986:6) '

Later in his book he goes on to lay the woes of

deinstitutionalisatÍon at the feet of the critique. The fact

that deinstitutionaLisation is not a totally negative

phenomenon nor can the perceived failures of western

culture to cope successfutly with mentally itt people be

attributed, soJ.el.y or even in the maj-n, to

deinstitutionalisation has escaped FuIler-TorreY. It j.s also

pertinent that deinstitutionalisation took hold at different

times, in differing socio-economic cl.imates and with

varying degrees of success. In the United States of America

steps towards deinstitutionaLisation were in evidence prior

to the critique gaining momentum. In AustraLia, twenty years

after the critique, in a totally different political and

economic climate deinstitutionalisation has become the

order of the d"y.4

Britain J. Wing, another eminent psychiatrist, writesFrom

with equal certainty

Levi-Strauss, Freud and Marx have all made
contributions to science, âs well as setting up
grand theories that explain nothing because they
atternpt to explain everything. But it is their
grand theories that have inspired our lunatic
fringe (9,ling 1978: L3).

On the AustraLian front the Schizophrenia Fellowship of

Victoria has, in Dr. David Leonard a psychiatrist writing
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for it who disputes the Iegitimacy of the critique because

of its sociologica.l underpinnings. He takes Thomas Szaszl

argument regarding Iabelling and maintains that this

involves a denial of the suffering of the diagnosed

sufferer. Other than the fact that Dr.Leonard gives Szasz

the rather misLeading title of a - l-eading proponentl

(Leonard L9A4:21 he aLso, one cannot help feeling wilfully,

forgets to mention that Szasz also wrote:

9thile I argue that mental il.lnesses do not exist,
obviously I do not wish to impty that the sociaL
and psychologica1 occurrences so Labeled do not
exist ( Szasz 1963 : 16 ) .

EstabLÍshment psychiatry's reaction to the crjtique

seemingly belies Anthony I'Iil.den's assertion that to disprove

a theory one must engage in providing an argument of a

higher logical tYpe (9{i1den198O:9O) ! The response to the

critiqe has been to attack its weaker points whích does not

allow for the problematic nature of both the phenolnenon

under examination (schizophrenia) and the power invested in

the psychiatric establishment. In doing this there has never

been an adequate response to the problems exposed by the

critique as Treacher and Baruch write about the putative

changes ín psychiatry and its practices:

To argue that changes are occurring is a bit Iike
that because we are playing musical chairs to a new
tune, some profound change has occurred; clearly,
for -change' to occur in any profound sense we
would have to play an entirely new game(Treacher
and Baruch l.9BO:tzO) .

The react ion to the cr i t ique has been by and lar"ge to

incorporate those aspects of it which are assimabl-e into

psychiatric practise and to ignore the basic premises of the

critique. For example individual therapy is now

supplementecl by family therapy. Family therapy can be
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arguedasadirectanswertotheunderstandingoftherole

ofsocia].isationSuppliedbythecritique.Thisallows

greater intrusion by the state in the affairs of the

schizophrenic and their famil-ies whil'e concomjtantly

ignoringschizophreniaasasocialphenomenonwhichinvo.].ves

the creation of a controlled, marginaLised group and the

empowerment of agents of the state' especially

psychiatrists. It is, however ' too easy to dismiss

establ ishment practi t ioners as unsophist icated or

reactionary, âlthough they maY be both'5 Th" signifícance of

the defense that people like FulIer-Torrey (1986)' wing

( 19?8), Leonard( 1984), Shepherd ( 1982) et a1' have made of

psychiatry and its practices fies in the notions that those

makingthecritiquewerelookingto-blame'anddenyingthe

phenomenon under scrutinY'

RESPONSIBILITY, BLAME AND PRACTICAL REASON

htithin the egalitarian logic tlre autonomous individual bears

responsibiJ.ity for (if not authority over) his/hret actions'

rt is inconceivable that responsibility for the occurrence

ofschizophreniashou]-dnotfa].Iuponanindividua].The

establishmentpsychiatrístsarecorrectininterpretingthe

onus for mental derangement as being liftef irom the
sufferer and placed upon the mother in the critique the

inconceivabl-e for establishnent psychiatry' within western

culture, is that society (reified as it maY be by the

critique) is responsible' For the critique as well as for

establishmentpsychiat::yitisinconce'ivablethatthe

phenolnenonisimmanentwithinculturalprocessandthat

bfame itsetf is necessary to the egalitarian logic'
glithin the critique society quickly ramifies into an
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agglomeration of individuals having responsibilty for

themsefves and, in the case of - familiesr, for those

immediately concerned to be responsÍb1e for cLose relations'

Socíalisation, how the individuaL is taught to fit into

society, becomes the next concern. Bottr estatrLishment

psychiatryandthecritique,leavethemotherastheguilty

party despite protestations to the contrary. That this

remains true in the Australian context I will explore more

fully in the next chapter. Rather than seeing that cufturaf

phenomena ( in the case of this thesis schizophrenia) arise

from social processes part of the egalitarian logic invofves

individual responsibility and its concomitant need to assign

blame,whethertoindividualsortotheagglomerationof

individuaLs.

Mental Illness Mus! be "Real"

As a recently incorporated phenomerron of bio-medicine,

mental illness has burgeoned as psychiatry recognises

seemingly proliferating syndromes. Besides being part of a

reÌativety new sub-displine with a growing subject matter

not restricted by bodily linitations as the physic-ians are,

psychiatrists have ultimately to depend upon their own

serrsibility and understanding for the precÍse diagnosis of

mental iIIness, opposed to the assessment of SymptomologY

traceabfe to physical abnormalitY.6 This reliance orr the

hermeneutic rather than technical analysis indicates one of

the clifficulties in understanding mentaf ilfpess from within

the egalitarian logic. In cultures where individuals have

autonomy and where they vafue practica] reason the symptoms

of mental illness do not make sense'
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Marshall Sahlins addresses the b

nractical reason in Culture and

asis and r

Pract i caL

amifications of

Reason where he

estabLishes that in western capitalism the symbol-ic order is

located within a pragmatic economic rationaf one (SahLins

1976:2O8-22I).In terms of exegesis the explanations for

given behaviour must be seen to be based in util'itarian

concerns, otherwise they are categorised as lacking

validity. Schizophrenia involves a withdrawaL from the

world of practical reason, whatever form the psychotic

episode takes. An air of unreality pervades not only the

sufferers but those involved with treating them. The very

people who are able to dismÍss sociaL theory as -poetic

nonsenser (with a fine disregard for b¡hat may be hidden in

metaphorl) are within an egalitarian logic which at one

Levef defines the parameters of their discipline as unreaf'

Psychiatrists must deaL with the unreal in schizophrenia in

order to bring about the functionÍng of the patient which is

the measure ot'the real.? The notion of a continuum seems to

f it uneasi J.y into the egalitarian context: the mind/body

dichotomy assumes opposition. If the body has a physicaL

reality then the mind is, to a point, unreal. Recently there

occurred a situation in a mid north South Austra-l-ian town

where a young manf behaving bizarrely, was instítutional-ised

for 48 hours. His bizarre behaviour was seized upon by his

friends as eVidence that he was -into drugs' despite rro

previous history of drug abuse with lega1 or i1J.egal

substances. At the same time his distraught wife garze him

one month to'pull- himseLf together'before she wouLd

consider having him involuntarily assessed. This incident

reveals not only the heartbreak of shattered Lives but also
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the perceived need f or a - real.' so-Lut ion which woul-d deal

with his physiological condítion and therefore secondarily

his mental instabilitY.

EstabLishment psychiatry's response to the the critique is

located in the search for the truth of schizophrenia Ín

order to rebut the claims of the understandable within the

same egalitarian logic in which the critique was spawned.S

l,lith a few notable exceptions the critique had adhered to

notions of individual autonomy with a regard for where the

bLame was to 1ie. In this sense the response was a logical

one which sought to defend the position of psychiatry in

regard to its monopoÌy of both definition of the disease and

the definition of what constituted a -healthy' self. There

ís no doubt that the critique had a profound effect

particularly with regard to the importance of the

construction of self which now predominates in

understandings of schizophrenia'

THE SELF: FEMALE AND MALE

The diagnosis of schizophrenia has the loss of seLf as one

of its fundamentaf components. The definitive diagnostic

StatisticaltooL used by psychiatrists is the ljegno-g-tjç a-4q

Man_uaf of Mental Disorders. The symptoms of schizophrenia

are listed with one of theln being:

The sense of self that gives the normal person a
feelingof individuality, uniqueness, and self
direction is frequently disturbecl. This is
sometimes referred to as a Loss of ego
borrndaries and is frequently manifested by
extreme perplexity about one's oh¡n identity and
the meaning of existence, or by some of the
specific deLusions described above, particularly
those involving control by an outside force(DSM-
III, 1980:183).
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Perhaps it is fitting that the manual got off to a start in

the late fifties and was ready for the sixties because the

above quotation certainly has the feel of the bourgeoise

search for self that characterised "hippiedom" in the

sixties and has degenerated into unadul'terated -meismr in

the eighties in the west.9

The loss of seLf does not exhibit itself sinply in the

interaction with the outside wor1d. For the west generallY

the setf denotes the existence of an Ínteriority which

cLaims the individual in his/her reLations to others. George

Herbert Meadts notion of setf, âs described in Davd

Milfer's text requires, that:

when the individual is a social object to itself,
Ít is a seIf. Being an object to itself means that
the individua.L is aware of the meaning of its own
gesture (Miller 1973:46) .

In the fíetdwork situation schizophrenics viewed the

uncertainty that f iÌls their minds as making them unab.Le to

view themselves as proper people.10 The bad thoughts or the

directions from inner voices, or the del-usions prevent them

from acting in a way that aLl-ows them to become a social

object to themselves as they Lose, or have not acquired, the

meaning of their gest¡re. Which self is the sociaf object to

itse.l-f becomes the question for the schizophrenic.

The notion of divided personal. ities is one which the

Fellowship and writers about schizophrenia are adamant does

not apply to schizophrenics yet sufferers themselves are

likely to talk about there being more than one person inside

them. I'fhife I am not suggesting that the personalities

manifest themselves in the manner portrayed in the movie Th-e-
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Three Face-s of Eve and others of the same çf enre ' I am

suggesting that in the experience of the sufferer the

perplexityislikelytocomefromhavingtodecidewhether

the voices do in fact represent their true selves'

In the manual there is the caveat that not all diagnosed

schizopr,renics will suffer a particular symptoln, yet an

inspection of the preamble to the detailed list of symptoms

shows that:

InvariabJ-y there are characteristic
disturbances in severaL of the following
areas : content and form o f thought '
perception, affect, sense of self' volition
rel-at ionship to the externaL wor 1d and
psychomotor behaviour (DSM-III 198O:182\'

All of the above can be shown to be necessary for the sense

of self as a functioning individual in Australian society'

For Austral-ians the rrotion of a Functioning Individual is an

important one in the engagement of the egalitarian ideology'

Kapferer points out that in that most egalitarian of

AustraLian customs, males drinking in schools' it is

importantthattheprotagonistsstaycoherentandontheir

feet (Kapferer 1988:157). The individuaL Austral'ian needs to

maintain control- of self while meeting on an equal footing

with others although the ramifications of this are different

for Austrafian women as this thesis will indicate'

ThecentraJ'ityofdrinkingandthecontrolitdemands

becomeparticulartytragicaspectsoflifeinAustralia.

WhenYoungmaleschizophrenicsfee]'theneedtolneetwith

others and drink in order to establish a sense of self theY

do so despite the side effects of their medication' Given

that most of them do not hold jobs, dfinking away theír
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money l-eads to

in the
i

resul t

an increasing dependence on

Guardianship Boardll t.king

the state and may

controL of their

f inances

one young man who had travelled this road found the

experience traumatic. The insistence that he verbal'ly defend

his right to control, his finances before an authoritative

committee he considered an infringement of his person. To

sit before a committee of well dressed strangers who seemed

(and indeed were) in complete control-, without an advocate

as his socía.I worker had not shown up f or the meeting,

reduced him to incoherence.

The next moTning in a group meeting at the drop-in centre he

was extremely articufate about the Board and the position

he was in. He felt that he was not being treated as a real'

person and when the woman who was leading the discussion

tried to be sympathetic but get him to subdue his obvious

anger he maintained that generally there hlas too much

controf of scþizophrenics' fives. In addressing the anger,

which was making participants in the discussion nervous, and

not the catlse of his ançfer, she became yet another

controlling force in this situation. The issue of control

is, f or Austra.lian men a very inportant part of the

constitution of the sel-f as maIe. This is true whether

controf is seen to be Ínstitutionalised or a feature of

relatedness as wiLl become obvious in the following

chapters.

When the syrnptoms becante obvious, âs they did at the meeting

with the board and are likeJ.y to under stressful-

circumstances, it is unf ikely that a sufferer wil.l' act as a
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real. person not only from the perspective of those

conducting the interview but from that of the interviewee'

The lack of control and the continued definition of the

sufferer as a non functioning individual ensures that the

Loss of se] f remains a factor of schizophrenicsrlives'

Their ability to be identified as reaL and functioning

Australians is al.ways attenuated.

glomen as well as men are expected to maintain control' The

domestic and consumer spheres are the ones ín which fe¡nale

schizophrenics relinquish their claim to being real people

in a way which differs from male schizophrenics. Females do

not generally exhibit the same drinking patterns as males

but many of the conversatÍons at the drop-Ín centre revolved

around womenrs lavish spending habits. Great delight was

taken in the overspending and the ability to obtain material

possess ions. The women did not tend to resent the

Ínterference of the state in their affairs as much as the

men but consistentLy talked of subverting efforts made by

socÍal wor:kers et at. to make them spend within their means'

There were of course penalties to be suffered in the

transgressions Ín ttreir rol.es as caretaker of the domestic

arena and as consulners. At the extreme end of the scale is

the loss of children to the D.C.W.12 because in failing to

control their spending habits the children are seen to be

endanqered. The maintenance of the domestic sphere is seen

to be important in the identity of the Ì^roman. Women without

chÍtdren are expected to be abLe to f ir¡e in f l-ats by

themselves or with others whil-e the men sufferers have a

tendency, when not livíng irr the natal home, to live in the
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more isol-ated hostel situation. v.rhatever their

arrangements it is women who are responsible

relative of

living

for the

suf fererdomestic arena, €ither as sufferer or

Towards A Unitarv Self

There is then a notion of the self that pervades western

thought. The discussion of this notion as a 'deeper than

ideological tool, is at the heart of Defeuze and Guattarirs

argument in Anti-oedipus- (1983).13 The ideas of reLatedness

embedded in the development and existence of sel f

(explicitly parent/child rel.atedness) Deleuze and Guattari

maintain is due to the capitalist mode of production.

Furthermore, this mode of production does not alfow the

nuLtifarious possible se.lves to evo.Lve within an

individual's devel0pment and therefore the diagnosed

schizophrenic, with the sefection of an unacceptable self

(the one who listens to and responds to voices from within,

for example) becomes the object of oppression'

An interesting situation deveJ.ops when the diagnosed

schizophrenic Ís no longer a danger to herse]f or to others

and is functioning well except for the existence of auditory

hall.ucinati.ons. one case which is documented in a video

about schizophrenia (video 1985 ) shows jrrst such a young

woman. In her case she finds that havinq¡ the male voice

within her as companionable but she knows that to be really

well she needs to eliminate the voice. while doing without

conversations with this inner maLe she is J.onely but knows

she wÍ11 only be better when he is gone for good. The

existence of that male as an aspect of the womants seLf is

obviously a threat to the def in-ition of her
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fema.Leness......a type of mental transvestitism that needs

to be labeIled, controlted and eventually eLiminated.

people who cross gender boundaries in Austrafia have ne\zer

been welI toLerated. The worse possible indictment of a

you,ng f ootballer is that he plays like a - sheilat, In the

case of male schizophrenics they lose their ma.Ieness when

they fail to enter into the same life trajectory as their

peers. This does not mean that they become female but that

they lose the possibility of being successfuly male,

achieving controL of their circumstances. Femafes similarly

experience a disjuncture with their peers but it takes a

very different form. At the end of disabling periods they

move into domestic space where they are able to achieve a

degree of competence that is not unlike that achieved by the

majority of Austrafian ,o^.rt.14 While female sufferers may

experience more difficulties in their personal refationships

and even in achieving witLrin the domestic domain, they do

not have the same disruption of expectation with regard to

controL as men have.

The most explicit expression about the foss of, and

reconstruction of self came from suf ferers. t¡then they came

to the drop-in centre, considered a transitiorr point between

being iLl and we11, a gtreat deal of discussion took place

about what they are and what they want to be' The

possibilities ranged from -wanting to come together in my

headr......a neat varíation on - getting ny head

togetherrl.....to providing a whole plan of action to

rej.nvest themse.l-ves with the dignity of being a ptoper

person. The first part of the exercise invoLved the abiLity
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to make plans that would be acceptable to the professiona'Is

caring for the schizophrenic, carefully choosing 'rationafl

steps to improve herlhis life' It is at this point that

Defeuze and Guattari's thesÍs about the narrow perspectives

that are offered to people under capitalism beco¡ne clear' A

healthyselfinfactinvolvesthe.]-esseningofhuman

possibÍlities to the presentation of a functioning unitary

self. whether female or male this is the prímary need for

the schizophrenic but the rationaf unitary seLf is different

for female and male.

One young man had quite detailed plans with regard to

reestablishing himself as a proper person. He used the drop-

in centre as a step to making contacts with other people and

institutions in order to retrain and get a job. At the same

time as he was planning a re-entry to the workforce I found

him Ieaf ing through Fuller-Torreyrs (r'986) book Surv ivi nq

ophrenia saying -thatrs what I am, a paranoid

schizophrenicr. This despite Fuller-Torreyfs refusaf to calL

people schizoPhrenics!

Furtherconversationreveafedthathedídnotconsider

himseLf a proper person at this point' Not only was he not a

proper person but he lived with uncertainty with regard to

his position as a not-proper person' Hence his delight in

finding some of his symptoms listed and cfassified by

FuLLer-TorreY. He was definable if not proper' His plan for

reconstructing both Iife and self was to rid himself of his

bad thoughts and to reorganise his life using all of the

agencíes set up bY tÌre state for that purpose' As a model

for reconstruction he used his life prior to his first

+2
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psychotic episode and his brother's seemingly

life as a good sport who had wife, home t ca'Y and

success ful

a job.

9,thi]e mafes were not considered to be effeminate they were

considered to have abrogated aspects of sel-f that are

necessary for being in control. The father of a sufferer put

it that the uncertainty facing schizophrenics reduced them

to inaction or, in the case of hís son selJ-ing his property

for far below its vaLue, a tendency to make rash decisions.

A propensÍty to complete apathy or rash action means that

the rational decision making that is a male characteristic

was foregone bY the 'sickt mafe'

9,lhen a male made a decision that was not the approved one

it was seen as an aspect of his sickness. Even the

acquisition of a blueberry bush as a gift for his parents by

one sufferer was seen as problematic' It is interesting that

while the women sufferers displayed the same bouts of

inpetuousity or apathy it was not considered as aberrant in

them.

The characteristic that did show anomaly in women was their

sex lives which were said to indicate that they were

bordering on nymphomarria. This analysis was based on two

factors. The first was the observation that when the Youngl

women sufferers who visited the drop-in centre went to pubs

they were Iikely to pick up a male. The second factor is

that texts about schizophreni a c ite as one of the

differential aspects of presentation in schizophrenia is

that women have an increased Iibido during pyschotic

episodes whi1e the Iibido of men is Lessened. According to

and Link, citing Sommers :t11nGoIds
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Schizophrenic women were found to be more
explo=ive, overtly hostile, physicalJ.y active and
dominat ing, seduct ive, sexual ly delus ional , dispJ-aying
more acting-out behaviour,a€Iitation, and more
affective symptoms in general'. Schizophrenic men
were found to be Less exhibitionistic, fess
hostile, less ímpufsive, more withdrawn, passíve
and isolated, symptoms that are now associated with
a so-calJ.ed negative symptom picture (Goldstein and
Link 1988:L421.

This encoding of a "norm" with regard

is a difficult one to fathom given

understandings unLess account is

interpretations of madness and the

sexuality.

to sexual exPression

the complexities of

taken of feminist

control of female

Ji I I Juf ius Matthews in her work on the cultural

construction of women devotes a chapter to the waY in which

fema.Le sexuality is defined and monitored (Matthews

1984:11L-747). The factor she mentions which is important

for this thesis is that female sexuality Ís seen to need

control not only in psychotic phases but outside of them.

Volunteers at the Fellowship gave reasons for such controf

which were not criticaL of promiscuity per se but of the

possibility of pregnancy.lS Ultimately though as far as

femaÌe schizophrenics were concerned, üt.Iess they had had

chil.dren prior to their first psychotic episodes, there was

always the possibility of control of fecundity through

abortion,

tlhile the sexuality of femaLes was considered potentially

out of control-, their instinct for homemaking was not. Women

who came to the Fellowship tended to lÍve by themselves or

with others brrt away froln the natal home. A male volunteer

told rne that you could teLl when women.Iived in one of the

houses suppLied by the Fellowship because even sufferers,
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while they rnight not be aè adêpt as other women, were better

homemakers than males. The note of empirical' evidence could

be taken from the fact that the most successful of the

houses provided by the Fellowship had always had at least

one woman in residence. If there was to be a visitor to a

house it was likely that the woman woul-d trY to tÍdy it up.

This quality of femaleness was seen to be naturaL while the

expressions of sexuality h¡ere seen to be aberrant.

The expressed need for ma.Les to go looking for females at

discos and pubs over the weekend was also seen to be

natural. In fact when a Young male reported difficultÍes in

either attracting females or maintaining a relationship it

was always considered that the female lacked the necessarY

compassion to deal. with the maLe sufferer. Male sexual

expression did not need the same controls as female'

One young man who attended the fellowship helped his rnother

at home and was considered effeminate. His attention to the

details of housework gave him in the conversations he held

at the Fellowship an almost fully fernale audience. There was

no particular effort made by males to avoid him Yet

invariably his cornpanions at the drop-in centre were female'

This specificity of interest was evident in conversations at

the centre. Male conversations deaLt with their actions in

regard to work, general news topics and their exploits with

regard to women.

Males in Austral. ia general- Ly are t ikely to leave the natal

home at a later age than females and this carries through

into those with schizophrenia. WhiIe they remain in that

horne though there is the possibiJ,ity that the male parent
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may leave. If Australian males need to be looked after they

need to be Looked after as central to the female head of

household. In one case where a female stayed in the natal

home she did the housekeeping for her widowed father and

elder brother. g,lhere the maLes were in a domestic situation

they relied on a female to provide for their needs. on the

home front then Australians divide into carers and receptors

of care. whether this is a form of dominance or not ít makes

roLes explicit.

The notion of seLf as it is evident in schizophrenia reveals

understandings of what constitute the "self". In this

chapter I have explored the waYS in which those

understandings differ for females and males in Australia' I

have also pointed out that blame is a necessary cornponent of

AustraLian egalitarianism. In the next chapter, where I

examine relatedness ' the location of blame and

responsibility and the ramifications this has for gender

relations in Australia are explored'
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Footnotes to ChaPter I

1. Dumont (1.980) for example is able to trace the notion
of the individual from the inception of mercantile
rcapitalism to industrial capitaLism through the
discourse contained in the economic analyses of each
economic period. Such an analysis ís impossible without
a tradition within which the notion of sel'f , in
whichever of its guises, is reflected upon'

2. During my fieldwork it was evident that ideas about
labelling had taken hold as far as the volunteers were
concerned. They carefuLly avoided the word schizophrenic
and I was told not to use it by the mother of a
sufferer. The sufferers, on the other hand, except when
they disagreed with the diagnosis, invariably referred
to. themselves and others as schizophrenÍcs.

3. Bateson ( 197 3:L'19-L84) specÍf ically bl-amed the
mother for the development of schizophrenia when he
described the double bindíng ínvolved Ín the
schizophrenic/ mother relationship to which he imputed
aetiologicaL importance.

4. Deinstitutionafisation is taking place in Austral-ia
at the same time that the critique of overseas
experiments are emergÍng. The tendencY at the
Ferrowship has been to accept those criticisms which
suggest tÈat deinstÍtutionalisation is catastrophic
(suCfr as FuL]er-Torrey 1986) for the schizophrenic there
are more considered comrnentaries available which address
deinstitutionalisation as a sociologicaL phenomenon
which requires more complex understandings (see
particutarly MorisseY 198O) '

5. g,lhatever theÍr understanding of the phenomena under
study those involved in establishment psychiatry are
working to aLleviate the sufferÍng of schizophrenics. I
am not imputing motive but pointing out that they are
caught within a partÍcular paradigm which endows them
with the power to assess and categorise schizophrenia
and its sufferers.

6. This is not to deny the symbotic nature of "pltysicaL
illness" except in so far as in western thought there is
a dichotomy between physical and nentaf illness'

7. One of the aims in compiling the DSMIII was to
provide a set of symptoms which concretised
schizophrenia. This is usefu.L within the 1egaJ. system.
one psychiatrist told me that the lawyers knew the
symptomology better than he did.
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S.Evenintotheeíghtiesthosewhocritiquethe
underpinnings of schizophrenia are rebutted by the
-trutLrr of the disease. A good example is Shirley
Turklers response to Deleuze and Guattari when she
writes in reply to their thesis that only those who do
not directly deal with schizophrenics could see joy in
schizophrenía (Turk]e 1980:154). This response refLects
her inability to accept that it may be the culturaf
construction of the phenomenon which imposes the misery
that is Deleuze and Guattari's thesis'

9. Christopher Lasch (1979) provides an
narc iss ism whi ch character ises the
capitalist states duríng this century'

analysis of
individual

the
in

10. ProPer Person was
when discussing what
normal- person.

11. The Guardianship Board is a statutory body which
ultirnately makes decisions regarding a person's ability
to conduct her/his own affairs.

l2.DepartmentofCommunityg.re].fareistheSouth
Austra.lian Government Department responsible for the
care and protection of minors.

13. While Deleuze and Guattari's argument about
schizoprlrenia being located in the structure of
capitaiism (much as Taussig locates terrorism in the
structure of colonialism) is convincing it is difficuÌt
to assess the value of an analysís that requires an
eclectic and non systematic interpretation of the
schizophrenic beÍng (DeLeuze and Guattari 1983) '

14. In one respect Women's condition does not change as
radically as aães ments during their psychotic illness.
As Jill Julius Matthews Points out:

TobeawomanisthusnecessarilytocarrYaSerrse
of faiLure (Matthews 1984:8)

The sense of f aiLure endured by ma.le schizophrenics is
in response to a sense of completion as ma.Ies when they
are wett. The sense of failure of femal-e schizophrenics
is endemic to the female condition in AustraLia.

the phrase used bY schizoPhrenics
is generallY referred to as a

of female sufferers has long term
their f amilies: particularJ-y their15. The pregnancY

ramifications for
mothers.
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Chapter Two

The word famiLy is so plain, the kind of reality
to which Ít refers ís so c.lose to daily
experience that one may expect to be confronted
in this chapter with a simple situation.

( Levi-strauss 1960 : 261)

The Family is an important component of the understandings

of schizophrenia in the west generally and in Australia

particularly. Notions about the family are evident in

everything from the aetiology of the phenomenon to the

expected recurrence of psychotic episodes. Given the

family's centrality to schizophrenia, itts cornplexities as

Ít presents in the Australian context can be analysed with

respect to the latter phenomenon. The family also provides a

setting within which conceptualisations of gender are

embedded. These conceptualisations are such that they are

being continually reproduced within the everyday of

Australians. This chapter is devoted to examining some of

the understandings of gender and their reproduction through

an analysis of the family as it is found in the cultural

construction of schizoPhrenia.

ANTHROPOLOGY FAMILY AND RELATEDNESS

Psychoanalytic anthropology irons out the differences

between peoples when analysing famiLies. Approaches such as

Mead's for example assume that -families, whatever their

constitution exist in every cul-ture'(Mead 1965:77 ) . Whi Ie

this enables her to proceed wíth some remarkable

comparative materiaL as in Growing Up in New Guinea (Mead

1968) it also aLLows generaLisations about what it is to

be,for example, maJ-e arrd female in dif ferent societies using

a western model- for reference rather than working within the
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peopl_e's understandings of what constitutes relatedness or

for that matter what it is to be male and femal'e. Nancy

Chodorow has provided a similar understanding of the fanily

using materiaÌ which she anaLysed to elicit aspects of

femaLeness arrd maleness which are reproduced psychologically

in socia.Lisation according to her analysis (Chodorow 1978 ) '

This approach does not explain the nature of reLatedness

nor in fact aspects of fema.Leness and maleness that are

contained within conceptions of relatedness. To analyse the

conceptions within such works would be to reveaL the

ideological underpinnings of the author, âh exercise that

the textuafists have enbarked upon with varying degrees of

success during the eighties (Marcus and FÍscher 1986, Geertz

1988, Deleuze and Guattari 1983 ,1987)'

Anthropology generaJ-1y has a large body of material on the

constitution of the family and its place with regard to

social structure. 9ühite this includes much materia'1 from

the western notion of the farnily and explores the society

under examination from the ideological stance of the

anthropologÍst there are aLso withÍn traditional

anthropology those studies which examine the constitution of

relatedness within specific contexts thus making problematic

the commonly hetd tenets of the west' Two eminent

anthropologists in Meyer Fortes (1949) and Evans-Pritchard

(1.940) with their studies of the Tallensi and the Nuer

respectively are able to work within a fratnework, which for

a-Ll its problems, takes into account relatedness that is not

based on twentieth century understandings of the family in

inclustríalised societies. The notions of relatedness that

are embedded within the notions of the family are the
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subject of this chaPter.

Levi-Strauss in Man, Ç-ql_t_Ure and Societv does a comparative

analysis of the family which points to the difficulties one

runs into if the family is considered a known entity which

is a constant ín every society (Levi-Strauss 1960: 267-285).

In fact he even renders problematic the notion that the

concept of the family is a central aspect of social 1ife,

writing:

And society can no more be said to consist of
families than a journey is made up of the stopovers
which break it down into discontinuous
stages ( Levi-Strauss 1960:285 ) .

Nevertheless I argue that within a particular historical

context that the family is central to our understandings of

society. The family therefore needs analysis not merely as a

functional aspect of social- life but also with regard to the

meanÍngs in a specífic context which enable it to be used

as an aspect of ideology.

FAMILY, TDEOLOGY AND GENDER ANALYSIS IN AUSTRAI,IA

glith reqard to the familY in

countries Levi-Strauss, in the

refers to the diverse nature of

restricted f ami 1y ancl íts tenuousness

wrote also that:

Relatedness for Levi-Strauss is

biological necessity. This'structuraL

western industriafised

article mentioned above,

the constitution of the

within society. He

Society belongs to the realm of cuLture while the
famity is the emanation, on the social level, of
those natural requÍrements without which there
coul.d be no societY, and indeed no
mankind (Levi-Strauss 1969:284\ .

ultimately based in
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nature:culture dichotomY and,

specific socÍa.L and cultural

phenomenon is found.

to account for the

within which any

f ai Is

milieu

A very different analysis with the same problem as that

offered by Levi-Strauss is David Schneider's account of the

American family in å[erican Kínship, arguably the single

most important work wÍth regard to the family in a western

industrialised country (Schneider 1968). By providing a

synbolic anafysis based on American kin terminology

Schneider provides an examination of relatedness that lnakes

problematic and, at the same time, gives meaning to the

farnily in America. 9{hile later Schneider was to write a book

critical- of the use of kinship as a general analytical tool

his own use in providing this analysis is ¡naster 1y

(Schneider 1985). In the manner of such symbolic analyses

his analysis of Arnerican kinship lacks an examination of the

political arena within which it occurs and the possibil-ities

for the family as an aspect of ideology are fost'

As Marshall Sahlins wrote

the efforts of Geertz or Schneicler
each in their own wâY, have likewise
turned on a specific limitation of the
symbolic as is built into the distinction
bãtween action and ideology' society and
cuLture (SahIins 1976: 106).

By providing a distinction between the phenomena cited by

Sahlins Geertz and Schneider ignore the connections between

them and their grounding in a pol itica.l context. It is

interesting to note that Ricoeur perceived that this aspect

of Geertz's work on ideologY provÍded a paradign for

understanding the complexities of ideology. He stated, with

reference to Geertz's paper on ideologY, that by
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introducing the notion of function to symbolic analysis

Geertz has aLlowed for the autonomy of syrnbolic systems

which allow them to be incorporatecl into ideology in either

the periorative sense of the Marxian analysis or in the

notionthatideolgyisamappingoutofideaswhich

transcend or prescribe action but lacks a political basis

(Ri coeur l,9 86 :254-2561 .

At this point Ricoeurrs observation that dominant groups do

notneed'tocomptetelyobfuscaterelationstomaintain

dominance shoul.d be reiterated. He wrote with regard to

ideology:

Ideology enters here because no system of
leaderJrrip, even the most brutaf ,rules only by
force,by-dominatÍon.Everysystemofleadership
wantsitsru]'etorestnotlnerelyondomination,
then;italsowantsÍtSpowertobegrantedbecause
its authority is legitimate' It is ideology's role
to legiti¡naie this ãuthority'More exactly' while
ideology serves, âs I have already said' âs the
code of lnterpretation that secures integratiorr, ít
does by ¡uètifying the present system of
authoritY (Ricoeur 1986:13 ) '

understandings about the family resonate within both

dominant and dominated groups in Austráliarl society' The

people using the Fellowship's amenities are able to comment

onaspectSoftheirdominationyetthereisa.pool'of

shared understandings about the f ami J-y with regard to

schizophrenia. whatever viewpoint j.s taken the family

remains centraL to understandings of both the volunteers and

sufferers about schizophrenia. This is reinforced by the

way in which schizophrenia and recovery are defined in the

Australian context.l It is the unproblematic assumptions (or

in Bourdieu,s terms dispositions) about the family and

schizophrenia that enable an analysis of gender'.

It is afso worth repeating here Bourdieu's account of the
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reproduction of underlying principles being firrnly held in

the unconscious and hidden within everday acts. As Schneider

also points out, cultures need to be Learned, and Bourdieu's

concept of þabitus allows for that learning to be as

"unproblematicl' as our understanding of that very

unproblematic structure, the family.

In Austraiia the family is a crucÍaf aspect of gender

ideology and vice-versa. The concepts surrounding the family

can be shown to be used successfully by the dominant cLass.

More directly germane to this thesis, female domination by

males is worked out to a ì.arge degree in our understandings

of the farnily. Two of the most notabl-e anaLyses of gender

domination in AustralÍa are Cl'aire WiIliam's open Cut (L981-)

and R.connelI's Gender & Power (1987). 9'tiLliam's book is an

often insightful analysis of the female pJ-ight under male

domination in the mining town where she did her fieldwork'

connel-l, as an academic invoLved in analysing gender, tends

to reflect the anxieties of the ti¡ne and -appropriatesl

feninist perspectives somewhat to his own ends. Julie Marcus

writes in a review of Connell:

But inf luent i aL and establ ished maLe
academics must begin the difficult process
of examiníng the bases of their privilege
and the relation of their political
position within a hierarchical gender
structure to their work (Marcus 1988:1O4)'

This is not to say that connelL does not appreciate some of

the dilemmas facing Austral.ian women relative to males' hlhat

he does do in rel.ation to feminist theory Ís fall very

heavily on the side of ma.Le theorists although h¡omen are

making statements about their condition and, more

specifically, about the ç^¡ay that lnal.es have appropriated
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their work. In Gender and given the choice between

male and femal-e theorists¿ even if they are saying the same

thing, connelf freuently cites male theorists which

unwittingly proves the point about gender 6( power conne-LL

1987 ) .

CJaire Vlilti.ams, while she gives a more considered analysÍs

of womerr,s plight, relies heavily on the Granscian notion of

hegemony which alfows no room for those dominated to analyse

effectively the conditions of their domination, nor room for

subversion (WilLiams 1981). In the event neither Williams

nor Connell (for all his posturing) allow that the h¡omen

under study are equipped to comment upon and analyse their

condition The peopte using the Fellowship's amenities are

not only equipped but do analytically reflect upon their

situation sharing with other Australians concepts of family'

RELATEDNESS IN AI.ISTRALIA

The family in Australia seems to be a self explanatory

phenomenon. It is generally considered to consist of parents

who are in an enduring union with offspring who, at

maturation, leave the nataL home firstly, to gain their

independence and then to form another, different, family'

There is, within this understanding,a biogenetic and a

social understanding of relatedness.

The biogenetic consists of the relatedness by blood. That is

the mother ancl offspring and the father and offspring

combinations ale bl-ood ref ated. The mother and f ather are '

if reLated at a.I f , af f ines not consanguines, and there are

faws of incest which prevent those considered cÌose

Power
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consanguines from marrying. In addition any combination of

parent and offspring takes on a qualifier' That is one

parent with of f spring is corlsidered a singJ.e parent f ami ly

whether the other biological parent is in evidence or not.

That the parent offspring relationship is also a sociaf

phenomenon is evident Ín the fact that a "step" child or

parent situation develops when affinal ties are changed

through marriage.

In the Australian context there Ís a Level at which

relatedness is experienced as a complex phenomenon yet

denied by our expressed understandings of farnily. one event

which gives some indication of the narrowness with which

family, and hence relatedness, is understood was the debate

surrounding the release of the report of the Fitzgeral-d

InquÍry into Immigration. This document recommended that:

The current immigration categories are somewhat
complicated and cumbersome and could benefit from
rationafisation into two basic categories economic
and non-economic immigration (L988:1'8:61)'

This recommendation was controversial because it reduced the

importance of family inmigration, giving priority to

economic factors. The release of the report was followed by

a debate about the degrees of relatedness that shoufd be

considered in f ami J,y immigration. The interesting f actor

was that a large part of the debate was based on the

Australian understanding that other cul'tures, particularJ'y

Asian and south Asian, have different notions of relatedness

and that a greater number of kinship ties needed to be

recognised by Immigration policies with regard to these

people. At no time was it suggested during the debate that

Australian kinship ties are complex and do extend beyond the
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three generational and consanguineal span of grandparents,

parents and offspring.2 Australian siblingship was

restricted, in terms of the debate, to that time of

sociaLisation, childhood and ado.Lescence'

The complexity in the Australian situation arises from the

degree of consanguinity being a11ied with a notion that to

some extent refationships can be chosen. This was a point

David Schneider made about the American situatÍon where he

had a woman informant who denied siblingship because she did

not have anything at alI to do with her sister (schneider

1g8O:7O ). During my fieldwork a young woman diagnosed as

schizophrenic found it important to impress her auntie and

cousins on visiting them because she needed their acceptance

while her behaviour with her parents and sibling

demonstrated the attitude that you have to wear Ít because

Irm your daughter/sister. When her brother set up house for

himseLf her attitude toward him became more circumspect'

Whether this was due to the lessening of contact or not, it

was obvious that the sibling tie, on maturation' can become

greatly attenuated., if not completely severed. This

indicates that even for close consancluines, other than

p ang chi fdren- relatedness is a for

negot iat i on .

This, of course, does bear out the understanding of

refatedness that fol-Iowed the release of the recommendations

on immigration. Australians are in the position of being

able to sever kinship t ies even consanguinal- ones.

Neverthefess it is unusuaf for Australians not to know their

motherrs and father's siblings and what their generaJ-

arents matter
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condition in life is. The choice to associate or to even

acknowledge is based on other factors in addition to shared

ancestry. This is different from the reLatedness through

cognates and affines that one finds in many other cultures.

For example in Australia there are no Laws regarding

marriage which ensure a persons reJ.atedness to their

marriage partner such as is evident in marriage

prescriptions in other culturaf contexts. The situation that

Dumont ( 1,983 ) descr j.bes f or south rndia where reLatedness

becomes the very basis of marriage couLd not contrast more

greatly to the Australian situation where, apart from the

injunctions against parent /child and sibling incest there is

supposedly a choice with regard to affines. consanguineal

and af f inal ties are, in f act, colÌapsed into

differentiation by gender and generation. Matrilineality and

patrilineality are by and large inconsequential.3 Cousins

are a general category which now do not even have to be

considered in degree when thinking of marriage although the

tendency is to consider the children of your mother or

fatherrs siblings as cousins and.leave it at that. cousins

are the only terms without gender differentiation.

The combination of biogenetic and social ties while

complementary in the AustraÌ ian context is not a bal-anced

dichotomy. "Blood is thicker than water" was the not

uncommon phrase used by one woman when describing the

situation when both she and her brother were diagnosed as

suffering from schizophrenia. As it happened she and the

brother were the two siblings in contact and when their

sisters found out about the diagnosis they spent what she
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cons idered an inordinate amount o f t i me and money

no trace ofconsulting PsYchologists to

the disease.

ensure that theY had

White then the discussion following the Fitzgerald Report on

Immigration did show some understanding of relatedness in

Australia it did not ill.ustrate the complexities involved in

that relatedness. It also reduced very different and

complex ways of relating people that occurs in other

cultures to the single, simpJ.e notion of extended family.

THE EXTENDED FAMTLY

The notion of extended family is interesting in that it

becomes a panacea for the iLls of the world especiaJ-Iy in

turns out for some people interested in schizophrenia, or

the cross cultural study of mental ilLness. Meyer Fortes

when studying the Tatlensi found that the íncidence of

psychosis rose among younçJ men when they left their

"traditionat', villages to work in industrialised areas and

that the prognosis was greatly improved if they were

returned to their villages (Fortes 1969). In fact there is

a greater cure rate for perceived psychoses in the less

fully industrialised countries than in industrialised

o."".4 This has been attributed to the more supportive

networks òf kin available within a village context' This

rather simplistic view of both the incidence of psychosis

and the notions surrounding relatedness became the basis of

a study of the incidence of psychosis and the value of

refatedness in Israef. The researchersr hypothesis was that

the supportive nature of the kibbutz worrl-d provide a
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context within which psychosis would be less in evidence and

the recoverY rate better than in Tel Aviv. The situation was

found to be the reverse (Mirsky et. aL. 1985).5 The

hypothesis failed to take into account that the meaning of

relatedness differs and that the ties assumed by western

observers have different value within the specific cuLtural

contexts within which theY occur.

The Famil-v In Austral ia

If the differing metaphors surrounding relatedness in

different cultures are even briefly examined, the degree to

which meanings of re-Latedness diverge become obviolIS '

Fernandez describes Fang, fot example, as conceptualizing

kin as part of the bodY. He wrote:

Amorecuì-turaJ.Iyingrainedimagewhichappeared
when disussÍng matters of lineage and kin was
that of the chest, arm, hand, and extended fingers
This was a freguently encountered metaphor of
socia-l structure (Fernandez 1982:88 ) '

This, despite the fact that Fang adopted the french term en

famille as a convenient phrase, because of its vagueness,

in describing refatedness to others(19822941. The Fang

metaphor of the social system and relatedness being

inscribed in the body is unthinkable in Austral'ian terms'

This is not to say that there is not a rich metaphorical

language for relatedness jn the A¡nerican or AustraLian

contexts. In Schneiderrs syrnbolic anaJ.ysis American kinship

is shown to be about sexual. intercourse, fove and loyalty.

À similar perspective to the one Schneider describes fot an

American setting can be developed if the metaphors that

surround Australian notions of the family are carefully

exanrined. The tabloid press are able, for instance, to
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provide a name for an unknown, but seemingly powerful, group

of male homosexuals who indulge in all types of unseemly

behaviour and at times murder young men brutarry. They caLL

it The Fa4i1y. Besides the overtones of mafia-like criminal

powerthereÍsthesubstancethatthesemeninvolve

themseLves by their homosexuaf activÍties in a family like

refationship which involves not only, nor even primarily, a

sexual relationship but also Ioyalty. The notions

surrounding family are such that they are reflected

accurately even in descriptions of perversity

uncharacteristic of "true" families'

rn the Australian context the underlying difference between

our notions of refatedness and those of the -otherrare to a

great extent inscribed in our understandings of the family'

-othernessr may refer to the waY different ethnic groups

conceptua].iserelatednessorthewayinwhichAustralian

males and Austra]'ian femafes conceive of, and experience,

rel-atedness. The egalitarian Ìogic described by Kapferer can

be elicited in the ideas about choice and the early severing

of kinship ties if they are not upheld by social proximity'

within the egalitarian logic the individual is not destined

at birth for particular possible marriages' However the

egalitarian nature of Austrafian society with its inherent

individuafis¡n d.oes not account for the experience of the

family nor the differences of femaleness and maleness found

inthatphenomenon.Iftheegalitarianlogicisanalysedit

revealsthere].ationsofthedorninantgroupi.e.males.

Conceptua]-isationsofautonomyandindividua]-ismarenot

shown to be dÍfferent phenomena from the female perspective

nor do structural explanations reflect upon how the farnily
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is constituted and experienced by its members'

Understand.ings of the fami 1y are enmeshed in the

understandings of schizopnrenia. The consanguineal and

affinal. bonds can be delineated to show the way in which

femafeness and maleness within the family are, as relative

or sufferer, constructed differently'The family is

important from aetiology to the tikelihood of recurrence of

psychotic episodes and the ultimate prognosis. As I pointed

out in chapter one members of the family, particularly the

mother, are integral to the debates Surrounding

schizophreniaanditscausation.Furthertothis,the

progressandultimateprognosisofthesuffererisa.Iso

connected to the farnity in current understandings of

schizophrenia. For example Vaughn, Leff et'al are involved

in studies which measure the degree of -expressed emotion'

in farnil.ies and correlate this measurement with progress of

the patient (1976, 1981).

Initially the differential aspects of diagnosis need to be

taken into account for there is an established difference

between females and males which place then at very different

times in their lives with different presenting symptomology.

Femal.es tend to present with the symptoms of schizophrenia

Later than males. By the time they are diagnosed they are

possibly ift, or have been in a long term sexual relationship

andtheyhavealsohadexperienceinpaidemployment.In

presenting later women are more likely to have had children'

when a genetic link to schizophrenia is claimed it is not a

neutraf statement.6 One confident male,said categorically

that his thirteen year old son was - in trouble" that is
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-probably a schÍzophrenict,, because his biological mother

was a schizophrenic and had always been a problem- The fact

that the boy had been in his custody for a number of years

evidently had no bearing on the situation. ThÍs valuing of

consanguinity over sociaL bonds is a recurring factor in the

literature on schizophrenia in the west. The parent/child

bond is the one which is continually being investigated and

the mother:chi1d bond is repeatedly reinforced.

Males maÍntain consanguinal rather than affinal bonds as

they are usually younger when they present with the disease,

between early adoLescence and twenty five years of age. They

do not have time to be established in the paid workforce nor

in long term sexuaf retatÍonships. Young men generally do

not have access to 'wives' nor responsibility for children

in the same ç.Iay as women have access to husbands and

responsibilities to others. Most of the male sufferers at

the Fellowship did maintain strong links with their mothers

whether tiving with them or not.7

The Domestic Is Fema e

Whether the female is the sufferer or the most significant

relative of the suf ferer, she is IikeIy to bear

responsibility for the domestic arena' In the Australían

farnily, the division of Labour by gender is qrrite explicit'

Even when the woman supports herseff, or supplements a

family wage, the domestic sphere remains her responsibility'

In the case of the aclult female schizophrenic she is abf e to

state her probLem as:

I like to go out.....when lrm sick I gto out
a1l the time.....that means the work doesnrt
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get done. ... the chi f dren donrt get I'ooked
after proPerIY.

This woman's words reveal the expectations that she and

others have of her. It has become a symptom of iLlness for

her to go out and enjoy herself rather than attending to the

needs of her husband and children. The male sufferer, oñ the

other hand, expects that others wilL take care of his

domestic situation whatever form that takes. hlhen maLe

sufferers feave the domestic sphere whether it be to attend

clinics, the drop-in centre or sheLtered workshops they are

able to leave responsibilÍty for that sphere behind them. A

tendency to go out leaving the domestic sphere to sort

itsetf out would not be considered syrnptomatic of -being

sick' in the ma1e.

There is quite a large literature on Austral'ian Life which

suggests that the male is peripheral to the domestic

situation (Dixson L976, Williams 1981, Stivens 1985,

schaffer 1988 etc.).In a recent article susan Baggett Barham

suggests that the differentÍation of spheres into mafe and

female coufd be attributed to egaJ. itarian aspets of

Australian society and that this could be a playing out of

f emale autonomy (1988; 5OO). g,lhiIe there is no doubt that

the egalitarianism in Australian society correfates with the

differentiation of female and maLe arenas, femaLe arenas

tend to be definecl with regard to the mafes. Hence female

responsibility for the domestic arena indicates an asYmetric

power relation rather than female autonomy' The relegation

of fetnal-es to the dornestic does not tnean that they are not

answerable to males wittrin that sphere'
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Females are the ones who are left to 100k after the sufferer

if there is a need for constant attention. when they are

Ieft alone to care for a sufferer the father of the child,

whatever his status with regard to the mother, is able to

comment upon the motherrs treatment of their child. For

exampLe when a husband left home after a child was diagnosed

as schizophreníc the volunteers at the FelJ-owship considered

it a normal thing to do. There are two reasons given for

thÍs: f irst the husband was no longer the centre of

household arrangements and second, in removing himself from

the househofd he had no need to accomodate to the day to day

needs of the sufferer. This, however, did not remove his

right to call whenever he wished to ask after the sufferer

nor his right to comment on the effectiveness of the

motherrs handling of the situation'

The removed mal.e may take a positive or negative attitude to

the mother. For example one maLe, whom his ex-wife

considered supportive, had remarried yet calLed her

regularly to talk about their son. The woman considered it

her duty to stay with the son although he monitored her

every waking moment and insisted on sleeping on a mattress

in her bedroom. when asked if she didn't think that her

former husband should care for her son for a time she said

that she had thought of it but did not want to alienate the

ex-husband. Despite beíng separated from this man for many

years this woman considered it necessary to provide for

their child in a Way that he approved'

The practicat situation is not in fact much dÍfferent

the woman who has a relationship of hatred with her

for
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husband. In taking the responsibility for the child and at

times being forced to hospitafise the child for its, or for

her own, safety; she is tikely be attacked by the mal'e who

has teft. one woman pointed out the irony was that the

sufferer had indeed been threatening the father rather than

hersel.f when she had first ca1led the poLice to Íntervene

during one of theír sons psychotic episodes, thereby

incurring the father's heavy criticism.

This is not imply that these men were uncaring with regard

to their offspring but that, in conflict with Barham's

argument, their expressions of caring were ones which

rightully intruded into the domestic sphere as assessors of

the situation.The female although associated with a

different sphere, is not autonomous within that sphere with

regard to the ma1e.8

The place of females with regard to the males can be seen if

one looks at the composition and distriutiona of duties

within the drop-in centre. Some thirty vofunteers helped at

the centre with varying degrees of participation. A1I but

two in the period r attended were female. They were, except

for one wolnan, not suf ferers but mothers of suf ferers' The

governing body of the Fellowship was predominately male but

other than attending group meetings these men tended to keep

their activities outside of those gatherings where mixing

with sufferers was necessarY. That is, the day to day

running of the drop-in centre htas conducted by women.

The drop-in centre was administered by one

organisecl the volunteers and the program for the

liaison officer during my fieldwork also spent
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of time at the centre despite being heavity engaged in

duties outside the centre. Both of these women were employed

on a part-time basis yet worked considerabty more hours than

they were hired for. Their work came under the scrutiny of

the pres ident who hras a ret ired man who aLso worked

tirelessly for the Fellowship and attended the drop-in

centre regularly but, given his iob description, did not

come into contact with the sufferers and the volunteers as

much as the two emPloYed women.

The voLunteers provided so¡ne interesting insights into what

it is to be a mother in Australia. Besides those who were

left totally on their own to rear theÍr children there were

those in a married. situation who still considered that they

were more responsible than their husbands for the wellbeing

of their offspring on a daily basis as welt as for the

inception and course of the disease. one woman who would

spencl most of time in the office seemed to took down on the

sufferers until she managed to express her misgivings to the

liaison officer and the liaison offÍcer replied:

Justbecausewefailedwithourown....doesn|t
mean we fail with everYbodYrs

As I wrote in chapter one the necessity for bLame is a

component in the egalitarÍan logic which gives rise to a

search for causality and accountability. No amount of

verbiage from "experts" on the phenomenon is going to

convince, either the sufferers, their rel.atives or the

public at large that "someone" is not to blame. In the case

of schizophrenia, given the day to day management of the

situation, the blame is likely to f al-1 on the mother not

only for aspects of the day to day management that go awry
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but also as a causal factor in producing schizophrenia.

Mafe AuthoritY

while the domestic sphere gave women a greater understanding

of what was happening to theÍr children on a day to day

basis it was not a partícularly safe place for them wÍth

regard to their children. Tf decisions were made that had

impact on the suffererts lives regardless of the number of

people involved in the decision it was the mother who took

responsibility in the eYes of the sufferer' This was

emphatical-Ly the case in those instances where the suf ferer

had had an abortion. Whi]e the parents considered that they'

in consultation with the psychiatrist and the sufferer, had

made the decision the Young women I spoke to were convinced

that their mothers had engineered the abortions out of

resentment and saw it as a re jection of themsel'ves and of

their unborn chiÌdren.

Male sufferers had no trouble in describing their motherts

actions nor in criticising them. Everything from domestic

organisation to the way the mother handled relationships was

openforcomment.Criticismoffatherstendedtobe

generaJ.isations removed from the everyday but those of the

mother could be presented in detail and discussed

critically. In this situation it seems that rrMumrsfr opinion

is indeed important but her decisions are aLso chaltengeable

at every fevel.

while the mother represented a questioned authority at a

domestic fevel fatherhood was bestowed with a mystique that

uthoriallowed unquestioned
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was due in part to the appropriate roles that mafes were

Seentohaveinspheresotherthanthedomestic:aSwellas

their right to comment upon and offer criticism with regard

to domestÍc matters. The mafe sufferers at the Fell0wship'

rememberingthatthedrop_incentrecateredforthosein

between the net of the hospital and the rea]' world, viewed

themselvesasatleastpotentiatlyhavingtheautonomYof

other Austrafian males. Their plans centred on getting jobs'

oroflivÍngouttheirlivesonthedole.dependingonthe

limits they saw placed upon them by their diagnosis' They

did not envÍsa€te taking domestic responsibilty for

themseLves and the two ma'Les who had dependent children

expectedthattheirwifeandmotherrespectivelywou].dtake

onthedaytodaymanagementofthechitdren.Nevertheless

theyconsideredthatthosedomesticarrangementsshou]-dbe

responsivetotheirneedsregardlessoftheirpresenceor

absence.ThÍsisincontrasttothesituationofthefemale

suffererwhoeitherrespond.stothehouseholdsheisin01.,

in livÍng by herself takes care of her own domestic

arrangements.

g,lhile maLes generally are not involved Ín the dailiness of

the domestic sphere and their authority remains largeJ-y

unquestionedfatherhoodinthesecircumstancesisnot

necessarilyacomfortableexperience.Themetaphorsthatare

usedbysufferersshowthatfathershavenotonlyremoved

power but potentiaJ-Iy destructive power' One man was unable

totouchhisdaughterinanywaybecauseifhelajdafinger

on her she saw him as a large vuLture ripping awaY at

flesh. Another was seen as a demon tryÍng to possess

her

his
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daughter while a third's son considered him essentially evil'

and trying to destroy his career through manipulating the

sufferer's thoughts. The responsibility from the suffererrs

point of view was located not ín the father but in the

illness.9

Deleuze and Guattari (1983, 198?) among others' see in

these delusions a critique of capitaLism and patriarchy

however they simplify the famity by reducing relatedness to

patríarchy. To argue this without regard for the

experience of a1] the family members Ínvolved does 1itt1e

justice to the complexity of the situation. For not only is

the father a part of a patriarchal society, he is also bound

by the notions of love and loyalty that surround the family

in the Austrafian context. In the above situations the

removal of the mal-e emotionaIJ.y, if not physically causes

tremend.ous upheavals for everybody concerned. This does of

course throw the onus for the everyday care of the sufferer

back on the mother. The responsibilÍty fot the delusíon both

in occurrence and content is not seen aS the fatherrs but as

symptomatic of the ilfness. Quite often the content of

deLusions an{d hallucinations is tied in with visual

representations of violence in the media and art forms of

the day.

Male authority becomes even more apparent when one consÍders

the situation of the married older sufferers who, as I

mentioned earlier, were likely to be female. rn the context

of a marriage the femal-e who is diagnosed as schizophrenic

can be seen to break a number of accepted rules. She is

1 ike,ly to be seen to have become aggress ive, sexual ly
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uninhibited, incapable of carrying out her domestic duties

and incapable of continuing in paid enployment in addition

to having deLusions. The marriages that have survived and

are evident in the FelLowship show that husband will take

the responsibility for the woman but the first area over

which she is able to regain control is the domestic' If a

married pair were present it was verY difficult to get the

wife to speak of her experiences as a schizophrenic without

her husband providing some of the details: even stating that

she was misremembering. The husband becomes the expert on

his wife's condition.

This is a stark contrast to the wife's posÍtion with regard

to the male sufferer. None of the volunteers at the

Fellowship nor at the meetings I attended were wives or

partners of sufferers unless they ltrere sufferers aLso' Those

mafe sufferers who were married came to the drop-in centre

alone, äs wel.l. as attended public meetings alone. This is

not unusual in the Australian context where females and

chiLdren do not generaì.1y enter male arenas except in

specif íc circumstances.

That femafes and mafes present differently other than the

delusional states they are in is interesting in that it

reveals a bias on the part of psychiatric practise

generally. Femaleness and maleness are víewed as being

dichotomous with traíts that are seen essential J-y as

symptomatic of psychiatric ill-ness if found in the wrong

sex. consequently, if the gender specific characteristics I

Iisted above are considered, it is not surprising that the

woman who feeLs that she wants to stay out rather than go
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home views hersel. f as "starting to get sick". 9'lhen maLes

present with schizophrenia besÍdes being in delusionaL

states they are seen to be withdrawn, isolated and have a

lowered libido. Their abitity to cope is with an outside

world which demands sociability and competence of a

different order to the domestic but involves a

responsibility for the self unmedÍated by responsibitity to

others. Both the et¡oman mentioned and the young man who

slept on the settee at the drop-in centre instead of going

to the pub with his mates and thought that he "might have to

go to Hil1cres¡"1O had become involved in self diagnosis

l0cated in notions of femaleness and maleness in Australia'

S ibl inqship

while mothers and fathers, sons and daughters and husbands

and wives alL abound in the sítuation at the felJ'owship that

other integral part of the nuclear farnily seems to be

missing. The tendency was for siblings to divorce themseLves

from the situation by ignoring the sufferer altogether or

seeing them only at family social events. All of the

volunteers who had a son or daughter as sufferer said that

their siblings had at some stage or other "given up on them"

and what j-s more advised the parents to do simÍIarly. 9lhile

there was at times reconciliation it seemed that the main

object of the non-sufferer sibling eÛas to separate itself

from identification with the sufferer and at the same time

maintain tÍes with the Parents'

Identification hras problematic of course because it is

siblings who share not onlY genetic material but also the

area'of sociafisation. The two areas within which current
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theories of causation of schizophrenia are located are

shared by siblings and this is the cause of some anxiety for

the siblings. This attitude was understood to e the case by

the sufferer who lived at home with her father and brother

and said:

because Irm schizoPhrenic and he
Because hers my brother You know..

hers mad...Irm schizoP hrenic,

siblings are those who are intimately connected to the

sufferer yet are the ones who through withdrawing social

proxinity are able to sever the refationship with the

sufferer. siblíngs when they do this are "not real"

brothers or sisters.

,,Rea1" brothers and sisters are being continually negotiated

with by the sufferers I encountered. The severing of ties is

not a one-sided affair and it was often the case that the

schizophrenic would choose to sever the sibling tie and

renegotiate it she/he needed money or goods. Concomitantly

sufferers would be angry if they were excluded from family

social gatherings (especialty public ones: excursions to

parks, restaurants etc.) on the basis of previous disruptive

behaviour. The distancing of siblings from the sufferer dÍd

not absolve them from responsibility for the wellbeing of

the schizophrenic from the sufferersf point of view.

x is worried
thinks I'm mad.
But I'm not
he's mad.

In these situations it was the parent/s who were cal'led

tomediateand,asorganisersoffarnilyoccasions

Stivens 1985), it was the mother who bore

responsibility for the amount of care and attention

member of a group of siblings received'11

upon

( see

the

each
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Family in the AustraÌian .context then ,involves a number of

understandings about maleness and femaleness- 9{hife males

have a responsibility to the outside world females inhabit a

domestfc sphere within which their autonony is mediated by

male authority. I argue that it is the dailiness of the

decisions made by the females which obscures the fact that

at any time they may be called upon to answer for those

decisions. This is evident in the material about

schizophrenia yet also in the material is the implicit

understanding that the state has a role in their definition

as schizophrenics as well as utilising notions of femal'eness

and maleness to denote the wellbeing of its population'
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Footnotes to ChaPter II

1. The inportance of the family is recognised by the
Fellowship and the booklet written by vaughan carr
and available from the Fellowship has a sectÍon devoted
to the role of the family and family therapy'(n'd' 45-
48)

2. The debate, carried out in Australian print and film
media in the weeks following the release of the report,
did not even acknowledge that parent's siblings and
sibling,s children do have a particular terminology in
Australia.

3. Matri- and patri-filiation do have sígnificance -on

the qroundt where for reasons of inheritance, êither of
material weaLth or disposition to disease, consanguinal
ties and their path through mother or father may need to
be known.

4. One industriatised country that shows a higher cure
rate for schizophrenia than western industrialised
countries is the ussR. However, âs Bloch and Reddaway
( 1984) point out the situation in Russia is dependent on
party political decisíons rather than being an issue of
personal pathologY.

5. Further interpretatÍon of the results obtained in
this study was offãred. The family however remained the
focus of ãtoay. Marcus, in a later article summed up the
hypothesis that arose from the experiment thus:

Mirsky et. al. (1985) speculated that the
small closed nature of the kibbutz
community would make it difficult, if not
impossible to escape oners family history
and proved stressful to the high
risk children( 1987 z42Al.

6. Fat Loon ( 198 4; LAO ) makes the point that in grenetic
research the reseachers usually find the connections
they are looking for!

7. Í'Ihi1e the males who visíted the drop-in centre were
cLose to their mothers and, much less commonly, their
fathers a number of volunteers were $Iomen whose children
had left home leaving no trace of their whereabouts.

g. It is also the case that male workers are part of an
egaJ.itarian context and are considered to have autonomy'
Hówever male workers also are part of the patriarchal
structure that allows them to assess women across class
boundaries.

9. In the one Ínstance that I heard a father -bfamedl
for any aspect of a suf fererrs i I Ìness the son
considered that the father had not adequately prepared
him for relationships with females. A facet of his
-neurosi.sr which he considered a lesser illness than his
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psYchosis.

10. Hillcrest is one of the two major state institutions
fot the care and controL of the insane in south
Australia. The other is Glenside'

11. The care and attention due to father vis-a-vis
chilren is explored in Thomas Ernstrs paper
(forthcoming) Mates, Wives and ChiLdten.
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Chapter Three

While there are a number of approaches which examine

Australia the state, none of them incLuding Kapferer's,

accou.nts for the e.¡ay in which the state influences the

constitution of groups in society. State penetratÍon into

the lives of schizophrenics and their families involves not

only def inition.and control by agents of the state but a.lso

the reproduction of social relations contained in the

family. For schizophrenÍcs and their families the poínt at

which their interaction with the state is most likely to

diverge from that of other Australians is at the first

psychotic episode when the possibility of a diagnosis of

schizophrenia is mooted. Other groups have specíalised

interaction with the state and this, for the individuaL,

begins when she/he is defined as belonging to a sectíon of

the community that needs active support or srrppression.

This chapter is an examination

state, through its agencies,

schizophrenic and their fanilies

of the interaction of the

with those diagnosed as

Administrative, legaì, and coercive
systems are the main means through which
the state structures rel-ationships
between society and the state, and they
are also involved in the structuring and
restructuring of manY crucia-1
relationships within societY as
welf (Moore 1988:135).

The -crucial sociaL reÌationships examined in the case of

thÍs thesis are those pertaining to a marçlinalised group

relations in Arrstral-ia.and, subsequently,

However the three

family and gender

systems del ineated by Moor:e are not as

easily delineated as her work seems to suggest. The

Henrietta Moore wrote:
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interaction between state and society is complex and

invol-ves meaning.

The meanings surrounding madness involve society and the

state in relations which differ within specific historical

and cuftural contexts. The meanings are not merely

contingent on state definition and contro.L but are afso

constitutive of that definition and control. Consequently

the three facets of the state that are part of Moorers

analytic device are themselves at times coterminants and at

others seem to be contradictorY.

The success or otherwise of Ídeas generated through the

state apparatus seems to lie in the acceptance of those

ideas at another Levef, at that of the people. This is not

to say that the state, and its forms, are not involved in

the construction of "the people" and their ideational world

but that the people or soci€ty, are guided by a so¡newhat

more complex refationship with the state'

There are other aspects of the state that are involved in

the structqring and restructuring of social relationships'

The need for legitirnacy invol"ves society acknowledging the

state irr its roLe of enforcer of ru.l es. In order to do

this there must be so¡ne point at which understandings of the

need for ordering is agreed upon. Ideologically,society is

deemed to need the protection of the state from disruptive

efernents. By examinÍng some of the fears that are hel-d about

the mentally ilL, and other marginalised groups, aspects of

the structuring of relationships by the agencY of the state

apparatus should reveaL how the state plays on deeply held

notions of mental illness and the appropriate method fot
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deal ing

soc iety

with those considered insane and thus for protectÍng

actions of those deemed mad.against the

Some Characteristics of the Capitalist State

Baudrillard ( 1988), among others, maintains that the

continuation of the capitalist state reguires the people to

be engaged in a never ending search for needs. As Deleuze

and Guattari (1983,198?) point out the necessity for

consumption a.lso necessitates the working out in the

individuaL of the nature of desire. They aLso point out that

in the western world this has meant the prescription of the

individual as being rooted in the Oedipal triangle and that

the apparatus of the state works towards the imposition of

this upon the individuaL. This necessarY ¡"epression of the

available configurations and relationships for the

continuation of capitalism has Íts greatest protectors in

Freudian psychotherapy where patients are forced to accept

notions of relatedness which are acceptable and necessary

for the continuation of the capitalist state (Deleuze and

Guattari 1983:155-184). To not accept the "truth" of oedipus

is to present with some sort of psychopathology. In Oel'euze-" I

and Guattari's analysis, âs with this study, it is

schi zoprrrenics who are distanced from the reLatedness

inscribed Lry capitalism in that'their understandings are

viewed as subverting patriarchal authority and endangering

the capitalist state.

This is not to belie the inportance of anaLYses of

definition and controJ. by the state. Both schizophrenics

and those in cfose contact with them are engaged in

critiques of the state particuLarly at those very levels'
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Thes.e critlques, howevetr. are not a f orm of. resistance nor

are the afms of those making them directed at changing the

the nature of the state in Australia. The tendency is if

anything, reformlst, relying on puttfng across the message

about schizophrenia so that schizophrenics become acceptable

wÍthfn socfety. The Fellowship is ínvolved in the education

programs which are aimed at emphasising the more palatable

,,f acts,, about schizophrenia especially during the annual

Schizophrenia Awareness week.1

Western Capitalism and The Studv of Mental I I lness

In so far as AustralÍa is a western natÍon state it has a

shared history in the conceptuaLisation and political'l

engagement of mental illness. There are a number of -l'i

approaches which have been used to give understandings of

madness generally, and schizophrenÍa particularly, which

have been useful in analysing the incidence and treament of

the insane in the west. Their analyses require some

consÍderation because they provide paradigms for analysing

the situatíon in Australía. Hlstorians and philosophers as

well as social scientists have played a major role in the

establishment of a body of work which descríbes the position

of the state vis a rzjs the mentally ill'

Andrew scul1's work effectively puts into a historical

perspective the growth of the asylun in Britain as a

mechanÍsm for treating mental illness and the separation of

mental illness from other marginal positions in the social

structure. By the time that notions of madness had taken

hold and the medicalisation process was under etay the

rndigent and wayfarers were removed from mental asylums

,,t'
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(ScuIl 1982). This cat,egorisatf on of marginalised people

allowed for the further construction of mental ilLnesses and

their treatment and other historians (Digby 1986, Morissey

et.al.1980, Treacher and Baruch 1980, Showalter 1986 ) as

well as Scull have documented the treatment of the insane as

it developed throughout the Latter part of the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries.

The type of analysis that scull carries out fails to take

adequate account of the sociaf and potitical context in

whích the psychiatric profession emerged as Treacher and

Baruch note (1980:131). In order to investigate the power of

the state 1n defining and confining nadnesl other types of

analyses need to be considered. Two of the foremost analysts

with regard to state control of everyday life are Donzelot

and Foucaul.t. Donzelot ( 1979) in The PoLicÅng of Famil'ies

provides understanding of how the state defines and controls

devÍance by the setting up of a particular type of welfare

state. The general perspectÍve developed by Donzel'ot could

be used to analyse the specific nature of control and the

mentally i11. Further understanding of the nature of the

relations between state agencies and the people can be

gainedbyexaminingFoucaultIs(19?9,L982,1986)works

where he describes the assumption of control by different

facets of the state aPParatus.

Foucaultrs work Madness and civilisation is more directly

concerned with ¡nadness. He examines the growth within the

capitalist state of an industry of madness. gfhile almost

certainly, this results in control of those perceived as

y ill it also provides a discoursg wlthin whlch thementgl 1

I

I

I
I

l
ì
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deviant can be discuSsed. Foucault's great legacy to the

study of madness is that his analysis allows for changíng

perceptlons of madness within different historical periods

(Foucault 1982). the problem that Foucault never addresses

1s that the power relations he analysed ensured that were a

disproportionate number of females, to males represented in

the ascriptlon of mental instability in the periods that he

was writing about. El.aine Showalter wrote:

While he brilliantlY exPosed the
repressive ideologies that lay behind the
reform of the asylum, Foucault did not
explore the PossibilitY that thei
irrationality and difference the asyluml
silenced and confined is also the feminfne
(Showalter 1986:6).

Some studies Iocate the production of madness in the

capitalist state once again overlooking the differential

experiences of femaLes and males. Àn example of this is

Richard Warner's work Recoverv From Schizophrenia which tÍes

unemployrnent to schizophrenia as a causal mechanlsm

g,larner takes the reality of schizophrenia as defined by the

DSMIII and treats Ít epidemiological,ly (9,Iarner 1985). By

using the culturally specific definÍtion as he does he

creates a tautology. In this type of analysis the capitalíst

state is pathological with regard to schizophrenia as it is

from capitaList state that the definÍtion of schizophrenia

1s derlved. A more sophisticated analysis is found Ín The

Psy chiatric Society where Castel et.aI. examine the

relations between the state and psychÍatry Ín the U.S.A.

(CasteL et al . Lg82l .2 Such studies, while locating mental

illness in the capitalist state nevertheless use the

definition of mental illness generated within that very

phenoménon. , ,ì

j
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This totalising naturê:.of western understandings in

discussing schizophrenia is evident in the way in whÍch the

peopJ-e at the Fellowship understand the putative cross

cultural incidenCe of the "disease". One woman actively

engaged in the education of the public about schizophrenia

told me that Ít was not confined to any particular

nationality but that "everybody has Ít, even tribes". f{orks

such as Fuller-TorreY rs Doctors, Witches and 9,larlocks

develop this perspective. Arthur KLeinman says of this tYpe

of analysis:

Bias 1s found in the misuse of cross-cultural
comparisons, such as purposefully naÍve raids
into ethnography to debunk psychiatrÍsts with
a vulgar tendentÍous view of priests, shamans
and witch doctors(Kleinman 1980:33).

Not all such analyses are as unsubtle as Fuller-Torreyrs but

even the more erudite authors such as Julian Leff , while

maintaining there is cultural specifÍcity and bias in

western understandíngs of mental illness insists on the

universality of schizophrenia (Leff 1986:77).

This totalising aspect of the definition and treatnent of

madness çtenerally, and schizophrenia particularly, comes

under attack from two perspectives. First the cultural

imperialism of the west is critÍcised by such authors as

Arthur Kleinman, Francis Hsu and Suk Choo Chang. Ultimately

Kleinman embarks on an anal.ysis that shows the existence of

both depression and schizophrenla in cross cultural contexts

arguing more for a greater plurality of treatment rather

than enhancing the specificity of cultural understandings

(Kleinman 198O). Francis Hsu and suk choo chang, whiJ'e

differentiating between Eastern and lrlestern thought
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estabL,ish that dichotomy as significant lconseguently falling

into the same analytic probtems of those they critique: they

establ ish that dichotomy in the face of very reaf

differences within different cultures loosely designated as

being eastern or western (Hsu 1985, Suk Choo Chang 1988)'

second, the exÍstence of psychiatry as an aspect of control

within the capitalist state and the subsequent "rubberinêsst'

of definitions of mental pathology have been subjects of

study from the early part of this century to the present

time. ÌPsychiatry is seen by some anaLysts as a mechanism

which defines and monitors deviance This type of analysÍs

is effective in that it locates the power of the state as it

is reflected through psychiatry (in its broadest sense).

However the tendency in this type of analysis is not to view

psychiatry with all its appurtenancescaê as belng

ideological but as a part of the social structure which

merely facilitates the control of the mentally i11.

psychiatry rather than madness is examined as one of the

definitive aspects within sociaf life in this type of

analysis. The failure of these writers to take into account

the meaníngs surrounding madness and psychiatry leads them

to studies which view methods of controL as purely,

functional., enabling social structures to endure wíthout

allowing the mechanism for their reproduction. It also leads

into the type of anafysis prevaLent in the book edited by

Peter Miller The Power qf Psvchiatrv which ultimatelY

,,b]ames" psychÍatry for upholding the power of the state and

exonerates its practitioners as being altruistically

interested in helping a marginalised group (see particularly
I

the introduction Miller 1986). '' ) '
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The abilÍty of the state to confine those lt consi,ders

dangerous to its hegemony fs of course not merely a

characteristic of the western capÍtalist state. Other

cultures not based in western capÍtal.ism have methods of

control which use incarceration and definition of mental

pathology as an aspect of that controL. David Cohen's book

The Forqotten Millions describes in vivid detail the

position of those designated as mentally i11 in widely

diverging cultures and the l.ÍberaI tendencies of some

western style democracies seem to provide an almost UeþiSn

treatment of the insane in contrast to Japan or to the

niddle eastern countries (Cohen 1988). However there has not

been substantial ethnographic work carried out with regard

to the specific cultural. characteristics of the groups of

symptoms designated as schizophrenia. The debate has tended

to be located Ín views of ethnocentrism, colonialisn and

cultural imperÍa1ism rather than in studies which have as

their locus the phenomena designated as madness.

The Australian State and Madness

The salÍent aspect of Australian capitalism is that in

espousing a particular individualistic philosophy it can

obscure, not the fact of control of marginalised groups'

but the social. relations which that controL necessitates

and the means by which these social relations are

reproduced. As Kapferer writes with regard to Australians

and the _state they are in "a relation of dÍstrust and

potentiat opposition" (Kapferer 19882147). This means that

the state must establish means by which the potentíal for

subversion is contained. 9{ith regard to the menta).!y ilI,
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especia].lyschizophrg'nics,;ìt..his:invol.vesen6rrringthat'Í.f.-

they do not accept the meanings encoded by the state they

be isolated from the community at large.3 fh" agencies of

the Australian state are the major conduits through which

the control and defÍnition, not only of schizophrenfcs, but

aLso of their families maY be analysed. The control of

marglnal groups through bureaucratic measures with recourse

to directi and sometimes violent, intervention is aided by

Australian perceptions of what it is to be mentally unstable

and by understandings of the role of the state in providÍng

a particufar kÍnd of order.

The lack of intersubjectivity marginalises the sufferer

from others more completely than other social cÍrcumstances

though, âs I wí11 show, the sufferers by definition fall

into other marginal categorÍes which further complicates

their position and entrenches them in no win situations

(which makes the successes of those who function in

Australian society more remarkable!). when intersubjectivity

is Iost there is a breakdown in interaction of the

understandÍngs of equality which underlie aspects of

AustraLian sociality. In these instances the hierarchical

and cfass nature of Australian soclety maY become evident'

A set of situatÍons can arise in which each participant ln

any Ínteraction can be seen by the other not to be meeting

their responsibilities and therefore to blarne for errors and

Iack of success in particular areas.

By the

centre

state

time sufferers were visiting the Fellowship drop-in

they had been subject to definition by agents of the

and, were Iiving Iives which were subject to
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intervention by the state apparatrrs to a, larger degree than

most Australians. while there were a number of people

visiting the Fellowship who did not accept the diagnosis of

schizophrenj.a for themselves or for their kin the majority

did. Some even welcomed it as it offered possibility of

relief from the Fymptoms that were pLaguÍng them. The

',rubberiness" or otherwise of the diagnosis does not seem

probLematic for sufferers or their famí1ies Íf the

possibility of symptomatic relief is seen'
) I 

.,',iì'

A psychiatrist who worked in a large institution told me

that in some cases the relatives or the presumed sufferer

did not want to "let go" of the diagnosis. The case she most

freguentJ.y cited was that of a young man who at age 15 had

experienced what seemed to be a psychotic episode. His

diagnosis was confirmed as schizophrenia and chemical

intervention was instituted. He continued with a medication

regime for ten years until a doctor intervened and a brain

scan reveafed the presence of a tumour. on the surgical

removaL of the tumour the parents hlere ,-,rr"tl" to accept that

the need for medication had gone and a number of nonths

passed before they were convinced that the initial

diagnosis was a mistake. There are two issues that are

pertinent in this example to this thesis: the first is that

it was psychiatrists, acting as agents of the .state ' who
f,'

nade the first diagnosis and psychiatrists also acting as

agents of the state who t"*o.ràU it. An examination of the

case and the narratorrs response reveals understandings

about the nature of blame and responsibility in Australian

culture as they are engaged by the agents of the state.
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The psychÍatrist who.rÇ:Iated the tal.e to me was very upset

that the parents had questioned the removaf of medlcation

and sa$¡ them as being ultra conservative when in fact they

had had ten years of authoritative mlsinformation about

theÍr sonrs condition. It is not surprising that in the face

of this they were reluctant to al1ow withdrawal of

medÍcatÍon whÍch they had been told was preventing further

psychotic episodes. In essence the young man had initially

been consigned to a life on medication so that for ten years

his life virtually stood sti11. Once he was considered no

longer problematÍc for society' at- large the parents were to

somehow reintroduce him to a "normal" 1ife. This brings us

to the issue of responsibility and blame.

!) ' i¡ :

The fact is that the relation between the state and the

parents was firmly defined during both diagnostic periods'

The parents in this instance hrere considered to want their

son to have sctrizophrenia. They had made the adjustment to

having a son with schizophrenia and the life that entailed

tor themselves and their son for ten y"".=.4 9ühen the

diagnosis was changed they hrere viewed as defective parents

because they did not Ímmediately accept the changed

circumstances. In fact once the diagnosis had been changed

there were people who wondered why the parents had accepted

the diagnosis and treatment in the first instance' The
-lI ,t ' ì

assignation of blame moves in the same way in this situation

as it does within the famiìy, from those who are able to

define areas of responsibililty to those who are affected by

their decisions. The later representation and the criticism

Ievelled at the parents indÍcate that to a large degree

the responsibility for their sonts care was perceiVed as
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theirs whilst the parents lacked any effective saY in the

member discussed thecontS.nulng

movement of

care of the son. One familY

blame as follows:

Yourre in a Catch 22 situation when yourre
a close relation of a schizophrenic: if
you go along to doctors and insist on
explanations, Yoürre interfering...if you
don't go...You donr t care...whichever way
it goes, the familY is to blame.

tr..

The interaction which took place between individuals was in

fact the penetration of state authority Ínto the

relationship between not only the psychiatrÍsts, neurologist

etc. and the family involved but also between the parents

and the child.

Blame and the Functioninq Individual

One of the characteristÍcs of the functioning indivÍdual in

AustraLia is that she/he is able to shoulder blame. A

number of diagnosed sufferers pointedly renarked that they

were not in psychotic phases and were seeing their

psychiatrists for neurotic rather than schizophreniform,
,l' ¡, \

pathology: indicating that they were more in control of

themselves when attending the drop-in centre. 9'lhen speaking

of the onset of the phenomenon and hospitalisation the

sufferers were aÌL abLe to recafl not only the actions of

themselves and their relatÍves but also of hospital staff'

It was interesting to note that not one of the government

institutions available for the treament of mental illness in

Adelaide was preferred over the others but that horror

stories of nurses and "shrinks" abounded.S

These stories tended to concentrate on the lack of

understanding shown by the staff in the panagement of
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sufferers when they $¡ere "sick". A large numben of them-

included the words "I wasn't to blame" while descrÍbing

their sometimes bizarre actions, which would have been quite

unsettling for the nursing or medical staff. In these

instances the sufferers did not see themselves as bearing

responsiblity for anY of the interaction because their

definition as psychotic meant that their identity as a

functioning individual was lost. Thís did not stop sufferers

from blaming and holding responsible for their actlons those

consÍdered functioning individuals. As I pointed out in

Chapter One the notion that the.individual be functioning is

an important aspect of the egalitarian logic in Australia'

Another aspect of the egaLitarÍan logÍc that is implicit

here is that there are shared understandings with regard to

sociality. To the degree that people in psychotic episodes

do not participate in those understandings , 
theY are treated

at best, with ptJzzlement, and at worst with fear and

hostility. To the degree that those in contact with the

sufferer at this point do not respond to the "patientrs"

needs, they fail from the point of view of the sufferer to

meet the requirements of sociality. one man put hls seeming

recalcitrance6 on an emergency admÍssion to a large general'

hospital down to the fact that the medícat officer on duty

had spoken sharply to him and had asked him what he hlas

,,on,,. This accusation was agreed by all present at the

discussion to be out of L ine and typical of the

insensitivity with which people in psychotic episodes are

treated. To .labour a point,while the medical of f icer was

ablq to bLame the sufferer if he had been an illegal drug
l

rlser, the sufferers woqld be abLe to blame the resident for
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two things: the first was a gap in the medical-o-fficer's

professional knowledge and the second was the operation of

an insensitive response to "sick" people.

ULtimately the power was with the functioning individual who

was also a state functÍonary. lrlhereas the blame directed at

the medical officer no doubt ended in no more than

embarrassment when the patientts previous history was

revealed, the sufferer was shackled to allow hÍm to go

through withdrawal without causing damage to himself or to

others. While the need for intersubjectivity is conferred

upon the "healthy", schizophrenics fee1 that they should

have alfowances despite the difficu).ty the heaJ-thy have in

communÍcating with people experiencing psychotic episodes.

By assessing the patient as being an i11ega1 drug user and

therefore having decided to harm himself the resident used

physical restraint of a kind that has supposedly left South

Australian institutions. The restraint also delayed

treatment with a psychotropic drug which would have been the

treatment of choice had the sufferer been able to

communÍcate with the medÍca] officer.

As the administrative and coercive nature of the state came

to the fore in the application of physical restraint the

Iegal aspect was probably breached.T This, in fact, happens

because the legal aspects of any situation necessarily t"9

behind custom as each case needs to be extracted from

customary practice and then returned to society enshrined as

law (see Bohannan 19?5 for his treatment of "double

instÍtutionalition").8 The interaction between the three

aspects of the state that Moore (1989) delineates directly
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and indirectly leads to contradiction between the experience

of people, in this case those diagnosed as schizophrenics-,

and Australian egalitarianism. Built into the law are

assumptions about the integrity of the individual which

provide that persons who are sick should not be physically

restrained. However, administratively it may be necessary

for the state to remove particular indÍviduals from society

at large and wlthin the coercive structures of the state,

people are not treated as individuals with respect, and in

the case of shacklitg, even with dignity. The access to

rights is for those individuals who have achieved (whether

by birthright or merit) a level of competence which puts

them above the common weal.

grlhen Shared Understandino is Lost

One of the places where the lack of intersubjectivÍty gave

rise to such situatÍons as they were described by the

suf f erers who came to the Fell.owship was the work place.

Most of the sufferers had at Least started jobs or

vocational training before theÍr first psychotic episode'

l{hen discussing the difficulties that they had at work

besides the pressure that they felt from having to perform

to an imposed time scale, sufferers indicated that those in

charge did not alLow enough leeway with regard to different

characteristics of individuals in the workforce. Some of

the responses to a sufferer could be explained as a reactlon

to b izarre behaviour. An exampJ.e of such behaviour was the

sufferer who had worked as a trainee nurse prÍor to her

first psychotic episode. she failed to appear for work

without notifying the authoritieq and was fired. Six months
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later, having had no contact at all with the hospital

administration, she walked Onto a ward one morning

expecting to work. At other times though the sufferers

perceived that their isolation from their workmates made

their positions untenable and that not only were rufes more

strfctly enforced where they were concerned but also that

rules were changed to ensure that their behaviour was

considered erratic. One young man who managed to get a iob

after his first hospitalisation found himself behind his

workmates and worked through his morning tea break to be

told by the foreman that -it's against.the rulesr for the

forklÍft to be used during tea breaks. He lost the Job for

the ostensible reason that he could not perform quickly

enough. The ru.Ies in the workpLace come not only from

management but from felLow workers and the necessity to

conform or at Least only differ within prescribed limits is

one of the stresses that schizophrenics at the Fellowship

emphasise most stronglY.

gtithÍn particular settings the blame that is attached by

the sufferers is to the group they perceive as being

responsible for any specific situation. 9[ith regard to the

first instanceigeneraL hospital management was held

responsible,while in the second, the inability of most

people to let others work at their own pace $¡as the primary

complaint. From the perspective of the employer and and

workmates, the workplace is rule governed with regard to a

degree of personal interactions as well as to productivity.

The young man who used a forklift during his tea break was

not only demonstrating his inability to kgep up'his ènd but

also his inability to socialise in the specified manner with

i q.
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his workmates. By not taking his teabreak with the others he

put himsetf outside of the egalitarian order of those

workÍng at the same level. In other words he may have been

fired for not taking his teabreak. In both instances the

posÍtion of both the employer and the employee Ís rendered

individualistic with bLame being apportioned by both sides

but ultÍmately the effect of blame fal1s on the less

powerful.

The sufferers also perceive the sheltered workshop as beÍng

a stressful situation particularly where the workshops are

held in the environs of a nental ínstitution and

professional health care workers are present. one sufferer

put it that they are_ a reminder of j.ncarceration and that in

some circumstances those in control are not loathe to point

out to the workers the consequences of not pulling their

weight or of responding Ínappropriately to direction'
;'

Despite the pitfalls of 'the workplace all of thg metr who

visited the Fellowship viewed getting a iob, and tnererore

not being involved at the FeLlowship, as an important goal

in their Lives. Even those nales who seemed to accept quite

philosophÍca]ly their posltion as unemployed maintained that

by having paid employment they wouÌd become more acceptabLe

people. As one Young man Put it:

Look at everybody here...theyrre not a
very nice type of person,Yoü know what I
¡nean...I want to get a job. thatrs the way
to get away from here, and them, even if I
at_3 schizoPhreníc'

while there Ís no doubt that sufferers can attribute blame

along with the rest of us they also ultimately blame

themsefves for not taking controf of their pwn lives and

will go to quite extraordinary lengths to galn control; It
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was not unusual tor forays into black magiC and exOfcism to

be made along with appointments to a variety of mental

health professionaLs in order to reestablish a "normal"

life. In the case of the males at the Fellowship this meant

being gainfully enPloYed.

Femaleness, Maleness and the ltlorkf orce

It is at the point of work that the construction of

femaleness and maleness differs with regard, to Australian

schizophrenics. The young women did not haùe nearly as much

',',.presdure on them to find paid employment. Competence in

domestic duties, whether in their natal homes or by

themselves, were considered to be an indication of their

state of mind. Their attitude to being at the Fellowship fot

the various activities was one of active enjoyment. They did

not consider that they could be more gainfully employed

elsewhere and their attitude to the sheltered workshop

situation was diametricalLy opposed to the ma1es, I^tho saw

that they were being exploited without union protection'

The females who went along to the workshops 9\¡ere "Ctlad" of

the structure that attending gave them. I should point out

here that the practice of placing a sufferer on a contract9

to perform particular tasks to ensure her/his participation

in the rehabilitation program considered necessary by sociaf

workers and presumably psychiatrists engenders a great deal

of resentment among mal'e sufferers.

Male sufferers recognise that within the psychotic phases

and during the time that they are recuperating they do not

have the autonomy that is afforded other Australian males'
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The f act that they need'to report to.a number of .people with

regard to their personal l.Íves feminises them. That is they

are no longer in the position to comment authoritatively on

their oetn 1Íves...."any littte psyche nurse can tell You

what to do". The females are more likely to appreclate that

they are being "helped" and accept their position of being

observed by professfonals. The lnability of male sufferers

to have autonomy makes their identity as males problematic

whereas females have no problem at this level.beíng already

in the position of not achieving full autonomy in the

Australian context. It may indeed be the case that "You men

find it harder to be sick than we women'r because the very

I dÍfferentlating factors of gender become at least shaky once

a male is unable to establish and maintain his autonomy.

To hearken back to Deleuze and GuattarÍ, the Oedipal

structure which maintains the state is such that its

patriarchal nature becomes obvious under these

circumstances. The cure involves the acceptance of the

authority of the state (the father) through Íts agencies (in

this case mother) by the patient (child) (Deleuze and

Guattari 1983:262-27L\. To achieve the authority necessary

for manhood the male schizophrenic must cast off the

authorÍty of the state agencies while the female

schizophrenic must mereJ.y make the step f rom child to the

supporter of male authority. The in"between status of the

schizophrenics at the Fellowship meetings and drop-in centre

allowed them to articulate the problem of what it was they

were on the eJay to becoming in "getting better".

Getting better involves a reconstitution of self and a

l
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reestablishment of social relationships and the sufferers

who attended the drop-in centre were well aware of this.

This not only applied to the interpersonal relations that

are establÍshed through the institutional process but also

to their understanding of the state and their position Ín

it, or rather on its margins. SÍmi1ar situations to that

described by Goffman in Asylums are described bY the

sufferers as they recount their reestabLishment first within

the Ínstitution and then in the outside world (Goffman

1982). However besides the critique that'institutions do not

exist in Ísol.atiori that can be ef f ectively leveIled at his
v

work, Goffman also fails to account for the knowledge that

sufferers have of theÍr surroundings, not only prior to

admission but throughout their institutÍonalisation.

The Limits of State Intervention

A critique of the system that incarcerates them is offered

by the sufferers in retrospect. lhis critique involves not

only the harsh words they have to say about the staff but

afso understanding that the "system" needed them "out of the

way". In these circumstances the sufferers and their

families find themseLves in a sort of limbo where, unless

the sufferer is doing something to upset the public domain,

it is left to the family to deal with problems that arise

from the suffererrs condition. In this sense hospÍtalisation

is a last resort. One psychiatrist said to me that the

problem was that white the apathetic aspect of schizophrenia

was to the fore it was unlikely that official steps would be

taken to help the sufferer or their family and yet the

fanily would be held responsibLe at some level nf the
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sufferer came to harm.lO The agencÍes of the state qre able

to refuse responsibility tor the welfare of schizophrenÍcs

yet are able to define their social relationshÍps as

pathological and to aLlocate blame when schizophrenics

reenter theÍr PsYchotic Phases.

In some respects it seems that in the case of schizophrenics

the state ls notable for its absence. Thls is particularly

so when somebody within the family is in danger through the

actions of the sufferer. Anne Devesonrs account of her sonrs

actions with regard to herself and the indifference she met

at the level. of bureucracy from both the medical and police

is not unusual in the South Australian context gÍven the

information I gathered from parents of sufferers (Deveson

1989 zL-2). In one case a sufferer's mother told me that

even her Ímmediate family objected to her seeking protectíon

from the sufferer indicating that, ât the same time that

they were not prepared to he1p, they considered her an

inadequate mother. At that time her son was sleeping at the

end of her bed and followed her everywhere' 1itera1ly

dogging her every footstep. 9ùhen she had the temerity to

lock herself in a room to gain privacy he broke the door

down with an axe and threatened her. By the tine the

situation is under controf in these circumstances it is too

late for external intervention and usually the sufferer is

regretting her/his actions and to those not threatened the

terror is misunderstood as overreaction.

The apparent danger to persons close to the person who has,

when "feeling bad", violent tendencies is an aspect that

agents of the state have no interest in. Anne Deveson when
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approachÍng the sociql worker $¡as told,to "love he-r son"

(Deveson 1989:2). Her steadfast support for hlm through his

difficulties was for this person not an adequate indication

of her love and the agent of the state felt at liberty to

conment on the relationship between mother and son. Í{hatever

the motive for such a statement it nevertheless reflects the

rÍght of the state through fts agents to comment upon and

defÍne indÍvidual reLationships while at the same time

refusing responsibility for those cases it deems hopeless'11

g{hen relationships were in difficultY, or more importantly,

when family members were endangered by the actions of

schizophrenics the professionals tended to give priorÍty to

the perceived needs of the sufferer. this means that if the

schizophrenic presented with a clinical picture that

indicated lnstÍtutionalisation was necessary then the

patient would be admitted to hospÍtaI. However the evidence

of the parents was not acceptable wÍthout examination of the

sufferer. In practice this means that parents may be called

upon at any tlme to meet the needs of the schizophrenic

whatever the conflicting obligations they have. One working

mother for lnstance needed to leave an important meeting

because her adult daughter rang saying that she had sprained

her ankl er.72 The insistence that the patient remain the

primary focus became obvious in an exchange between a

medical officer and a social worker where the social worker

r^ras pointing out the dif f iculties of deinstitutionaLisation

for the families of the disabled. .Ithe medícal officer put it

that it was all very well but ultimatel.y the person to be

concerned about was the "patient".
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The type of relationship hetw.een. f,amiIy members and the.

professionals who have such an input lnto the lives of

schizophrenÍcs becomes evident in many ways. An example

occurred at an open meeting of the FeltowshÍp where the

difficulty of "talking to the experts" became very obvious.

One male parent poínted out to the pharmacologist giving the

lecture that the nedicatlon she had mentioned at an earlier

rneeting as being less problematic with regard to sÍde

effects and as effective in controlling psychotÍc episodes

was not prescribed by the psychiatrist treating his son

because the psychi.atrist disclaimed having any knowledge of

it: The pharmacologist then reiterated what she had been

saying during the fecture...."talk to the people treating

your son". She missed the point entirely. The difficulty was

that the psychiatrist was refusing to acknowledge the

expertise that the parent had gained during the years of

coping with the sonrs psychotic episodes and that this $¡as a

rnajor problem for parents under these circumstances. Being

told to discuss things with another professional becomes the

state of the art for parents and close reLatives of

sufferers when they are distressed.

The ability to ignore the Pleas of

sufferers themselves is an aspect

agencies. one sufferer, on learning

nurse, asked me:

parents, and indeed of

of all levels of state

thatlamaregistered

are you a cold bitch.... do they teach you
to remain as uncaring as nurses are...to
push people around?

This question asked in the context of a discussion of what

is wrong with South Australian Government institutions and

receiving unqualified endorsement from the others present'
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both sufferer and relative, indicates the remqved na of

the so called healing process for schizophrenics. The

in communication between health professional's and the people

they are ostensibly servÍng cannot merely be answered by a

cl.ass analysis. Anne Deveson and the parent guestioning the

pharmacologÍst are middle-class ras l^¡ere the people they were

dealing with. Understandings about schÍzophrenia are

necessarily informed noT only by clinica.l' research but also

by the experiences of sufferers. t¡lithout here giving

priority to either set of understandings it is

schizophrenics and their rel.atj.ves who are in daily contact

with the phenomenon and their frustration at the

perspectives developed by professionals who have never been

held at ransom by the delusions and destructive forces under

which the others are labouring, often becomes obvious.

After a talk by a social worker who extolled the virtues of

a contract system worked out at a large psYchiatric

institution in this statq one mother said:

He made it sound good-... but they lock
them ( the Patients ) out of their
rooms....its awful to see them lolling
about in the hallways.'.therets no
place for them to put their heads down,
and they're drugged.....it makes me angry
not just sad to see xxx like that.

The loss of autonomy and dignity extends beyond the sufferer

to family members w\h.ch, if they want medical aid for theír

loved ones, are forced to accept indignities that they see

as avoidable. The impertinence of the social worker who told

Anne Deveson to love her son may have been initially a

reaction to the pressures of knowing that she /he could

offer no soLace yet it demonstrates the extent to which

agents of the state feel free to comment on the actions of
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sufferers and their relatives. The relationship between

people within the famj,lv becÒlnês not 'only the subject of

conversation but is acted upon by the health professionaLs

to ensure that the understanding of relatedness is

maintained. The contradictÍon as it exists in Australia is

that family relatedness is privatÍsed space and the health

professionals are continually intruding. In effect the

health professionals have authorÍty over other peopleGe

relatlonshfps without responsibility to the people they are

deal.ing with and the sufferers and their reJ.atives have

responsibility without authority.....even over their close

relationships.

In the context of the Fellowship it was interesting to note

that the police hrere held in higher regard by both

reLatives and sufferers than did the the professionals

attached to the medical process. Legal incarceration,

although a part of the coercive system of the state normally

attributed to the law enforcement system, was seen to rest

in the hands of the psychiatrlc establishment rather than

the police. This aspect of psychiatric practice is one which

Thomas Szasz is stitl campaigning against in the United

States and about which he writes:

It is the verY legitimacY of the
psychiatristts power- his moral and lega1
right to intimidate, much less coerce or
imprison- that requires our scrutiny
(Szasz 1989:869).

But it is not merely the fear of incarceration that leads to

the trenchant criticism made of the professionals involved

in treating schizophrenia. Criticism of those helping

schizophrenics is engendered by the interference in their

l.ives, the disruption caused, not onlY at the point of. the
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psychotic phase but at those. IeveIs which 'endow the

individual with those ephemeral phenomena designãted

"rights,' in Austral Ía. The right to work, the right to

control money, the right to decide about living

arrangements, sexuality, whether to have a beer or not,

medication and, a host of other things are decided not by the

Índividual but at the direction of experts.

The direction of experts has of course a conservative basis'

The return to mental health involves a reestablishment of

particular types of rel.ationships. ff these relationships

were considered to be Ín some way faulty and thus producing

menta.l ill.ness then the heatth professionals work upon them

to try to ensure that further psYchotic episodes are

avoided. Family therapy is perhaps the most obvious

intrusion by the state into the realm of personal

relatedness with various members of the family working at

the direction of professj.onafs to provide an environment

within which the sufferer is perceived to be less at risk

of further psychotic episodes. This environment is the

perfect miidle-class family where just enough praise and

critÍcism are available to the sufferer (see particularly

Falloon et.aI.1984). The sufferer and relatives are

continually taking part in a justification of their

relatedness.

Reconstitution Ís Female or Male

This also means that the

within the family and of
Ito the state take into

nature of the relationshiPs both

schizophrenÍcs and their faniLies

account gender di f f ere,nces. -The
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agencies that are there for the rehabilitation of the

schizophrenic work with a notÍon of maleness and femaleness.

The presentation of males and females with schizophrenia is

considered different once the primary symptoms are

discounted.13 Wot"n presumably become more sexually active ,

more likely to abandon the domestic sphere and to enter into

phases of hectic socíalising while males become withdrawn,

experience lack of Iibido and isolate themselves if

possible. In other words there is a tendency to take on

gender characteristics of the opposite.sex and these need to

be dealt with before "normality" is resumed.

This reestablishment of gender characteristics is not only

an aspect of the sexual but also of other facets of everyday

Iife. For example in Looking for employment one woman was

told that she was too assertive in her interview at the

Commonwealth Employment Service and that she wouLd need to

wear a skirt for interviews. In contrast a gentle male

sufferer was told that he needed to present more

assertively. Both had worked in a sheltered situation for a

timc :rnd were consÍdered to be consistent and adequate

workers. Yet this demand by the interviewers at the C.E.S.

stripped them of their confidence and their invalid pensions

became the crutch that many Australians seem to think

pensions are.'But this use of the pension as a crutch was

retrospectÍve, it occurred after the state deemed it had no

use for these peoplel 14

the Lack of control of money is not only in the pittance

that they receive on
but'a1so Ín the fact

pensions or in the sheltered workshops
that the Guardianship Board is able to
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take control of monies earned by schizophrenics' For those

wÍthout controL ot their own money the situation beomes

degrading as they are given money for cigarettes and

amusements but larger purchases need to be authorj.sed by the

agent of the Guardianship Board. For the schizophrenic the

relationship between producer and consumer 1s potentialJ.y

interfered with by the state. The schizophrenfcJ status as

consumer is limited to that of "nonessential items" while

the decisions about food and lodging are taken by others. As

Thomas Szasz points out:

Moreover, popular opÍnion - that is, the
sentiment prevai 1 ing among lawyers 'psychiatrists, journalists, and the
general public is swinging back towards
re-embracing prolonged, even permanent,
involuntary psychiatric incarceration as
the proper remedY for socfal i11s-
especially homelessness and crime
(Szasz1989:868 )

This trend towards incarceration is based on horrors that

confronted the long term mentally i11 and their relatives

during the period of deinstitutionalisation that has taken

place Ín the u.s.A. over a period of thírty years and has

taken off quite recently in Australia. However, ês Szasz

points out it is Ih"'homel.essness and crime that are the

problems and it is these that need to be addressed. Many of

the people at the FeLlowship are in the position of not only

being excluded from the workforce of the capitalist state

but also from active consumPtÍon.

Deinstitutionalisation, as one coJ.league put it, would not

have happened if it were men who were expected to stay at

home and took after the il] and the elderly. As I wrote in

Chaptef Two men are removed from the family which j.s seen as

the femaLe domain, o¡., as Miriam Dixson writes men are
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,'curiously absent" ( Dixson 19?6 222) . The State ,no$¡ expectS

that the family care for the sufferer once they are out of

danger and do not represent a signifÍcant threat to socíety

at large. The complete restructuring that may need to take

pJ.ace with regard to the suf f erers immediate f ami ly Ís

víewed as a prÍvate matter yet theY are expected to comply

with theÍr responsibilities as decided upon by the state. As

the female sufferer is likely to have a degree of

domesticity as evidence of her return to normal whichever

way you look at it is the expectation that there is a femal'e

avaitable to take care of the do¡nestic domaln. The perceived

f ailìrre, bef ore it has really taken hoId, of

deinstitutionalisation maY lie nerely in the fact that

Austral.ian hromen are, by and large, empf oyed, aLbeit part

time, in the paid work force. However that ís only one

aspect of the situation one of the more potent others is the

víew of the mentally iL1, especially schÍzophrenics, held by

society at J.arge.

In this chapter I have examined some of the facets of the

state with regard to the constitution of a marginalised

group in Austral.ian socÍety. I have pointed out the ways in

which notions of femaleness and malesness are used by

agencies of the state to restore "normafitY" to the

relat ionships engaged in by those diagnosed as

schizophrenics. I have also looked at the way that

authority and responsibility are divided and maintained and

that this division is based in notions of autonomy that are

eroded when an individual is diagnosed as schizophrenic.

That lpecific individuals êr€ singled out,for incarcêratj.on

and/or restraint by chemical means demarcates those whom the
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AustraLians frcm the criminal,

It is the everYdaY oPeration of

and gender through the agencies

of that state that ensure the reproduction of Australian

notlons of femaleness, maleness and schizophrenla.

il

I

l
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Footnotes to Chapter 111

1. SchÍzophrenia Awareness week is a week devoted to
teaching the Australían public about schizophrenia, the
illness. It is usually held during May and is'coordinated so that national media coverage occurs at
the same time that each state body stages events in the
capital city. seminars, guest speakers, public meetings
etc. are arranged to provide information to those
outside of the FellowshiP

2. Levi-strausst essay discusses how schizophrenia may
be analysed corss-culturally without reducing culturally
specific understandings to a western conceptualisation
oÌ what constitutes psychoses (Levi-Strauss 1984 'L'17-
186).

3. Isolation from the communÍty is brought about with
either drug therapy or incarceration.

4. Over a period of ten years this husband and wife
watched as their son was medicated and the side effects
this entailed. They visited their son in an institution
where the authorities had informed them that he was weLl
cared for. Their reLationship with theÍr son was during
this time mediated by health professionals. The effect
on their ]ives of the changed dÍagnosÍs was at Least as
substantiaL as the initiaL diagnosis.

5. Government Ínstitutions and employees were the ones
most bitterly complained about. This 'not stop the
evaluation of the private sector as being "friendl'ler"
due to the increased amount of money and better working
cond.itions within that sector. The sufferers also felt
that they were able to control the interaction between.
themselves and private psychiatrists more effectively

6. In his rendition of the story the sufferer did not
hide the fact that he was hitting out at the nursing and
medical staff. However he felt that if he had been
approached wlth more "respect" that he would have calmed
down more quickly.

7. The use of physical restralnt during
hospitalisation is pgpularly supposed to be i1lega] in
South Australia. However I-have worked in an institution
where at times, for the perceived safety of the client
and well as for the nursing staff, people have been
physÍcally restrained. The legality of the situatÍon is
not one that is canvassed widelY.

8. According to Bohannan there are stages which need
to take place before what is commonly held to be
appropriate is enshrined in Law. He maintains that
custom 1s already enshrined as an aspect of
institutional practice and then needs to be
reinstitutionalised as an aspect of a legal system
(Bohannan 1965).He fails to explore the difference

1'
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between belÍef about what customarily happens
actually customarÍly happens. In the case of
restraint there is no happy medium to be had.

and what
phys i ca I

g. contracts are ,'worked out " between mentaf health
professionals and the patient /cl-ient to include such
ttrings as attending particular therapy sessions and
taking medication. They supposedly a1low the
schizophrenic, or other mental ly i I I persorl, to
participate in structuring their own therapy.

10. The family is repeatedly examined as the phenomenon
withÍn which the continued nental health of the
schÍzophrenic is decided. studies' into fami 1y
relatiónships are embarked upon to assess whether the
patient is returning tp a suitable environment after
éxperiencÍng psychotic episode. A large body of work now
exists in establishment psychiatry in relation to the
psychopathology of the fanily with regard to
ã.ttizophrenia. Families however are responding to the
work oñ the pathological aspects of their relationships.
As Hatfield writes:

High EE is seen as a factor that maintains
mental ilfness in a relative. Once more
families feel hurt and alientated. Once

,. . ': .

1987:22L-2261 .

11. While it is inpossible to inpute motive in an
individual instance there is the possibilÍty that the
inability to provide adequate care forces health
professionals into the easy platitudes such as the one
described by Deveson.

L2. Given the younger womanrs relation to her body and
the degree of ,,sickness,,that this sort of complaint
indicated to her mother the older woman had no choice
but to go to her daughter and assess the situation.
There is no support available to families that would
enable somebody to go to the Younger woman at the
mother's request and make an educated assessment of the
situatÍon.

L3. The differences between the symptomology and
prognosis of female and male schizopl:¡tenics have been
ãxténsively studied. As I pointed out in chapter two it
is these perceived differences that ensure differential
experiencés which can be analysed in terms of gender in
the Australian context.

L4. Shirley Estroff in her analysls of schizophrenia in
an American situation explores the relationship between
welfare recipient and the state. Her attitude to those
who accept welfare and seemingl$- .manipulate -thê S-tr¿stem
is one of limited support (Estroff 1981i14a). stre doês
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not analyse the situation in guch a waY as to reveal the
constitution of the welfare recipient in the
constitution of the capÍtalist state
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ChaPter Four

In this chapter I examine representations of schizophrenia

as they are present in Australia. These representations are

evident not only through discourse and aesthetic media, but

also occur in everyday understandings of the phenomenon- I

wi I 1 exam ine some o f the meanings that appIY to

scll¡ontrrenía as i1]ness and explore the implications that

these have for the cotlceptualisations of gender in

Australia.

In significant ways this chapter will reflect upon some of

the material. from preceding chapters, i'ê' in relation to

the nature of self, relatedness and the state in Australia'

By using data drawn from both the immediate fieldwork and

from the large corpus of printed and aesthetic work

available on schizophrenia, I hope to show how pervasive

understandings about schizophrenia are in Australia' This

allows some elaboration of conceptuaLisations of

schizophrenia as part of general ideological underpinnings

as weLl as the possibitities embedded within those

understandings.

There are ample reasons, which arise from empirical

observ¿rtion, for cojoining an understanding of madness

generally with an understanding of gender' A number of

ferninist scholars have 100ked at the notions that surround

madness and have qenerally found larger concentrations of

womeningroupsdesignatedasinsane.Further,êsHiJ.ary

AIlen points out:

the -specj.al' but tfre
psychiatric Patient
this book refers to

The female is not
normal. f orm of the
throughout, when
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patients, it is predominantly referring to
*om"n. The same is, of course, true of the
standard texts in psychiatry, even though
there, as elsewhere, the convention is
maintained of uniformly referring to the
patient as maLe (AIlen 1986:85)'

Elaine showalter uses another approach investigating not

only the higher incidence of mental illness among women but

also the representation of madness as a female illness' Both

approaches are part of a J-arge corpus of cuLtural

studj.es of womenrs subordination by men and the ways in

which, through intimations of insanity, women are control'1ed

( ShowaLter 1985).

while schizophrenia in Australia is, in the words of one

psychiatrist, a "d,emocratic disease" ( i.e. 50% diagnosed

schizophrenics are rnaLe 5o% are female) schizophrenia itself

is a very different phenomenon either side of the gender

boundary. As I have indicated in previous chapters it is

this difference that enables us to elicit certain aspects of

the constitution of gender in Australia'

once again the probfem is in some waY to account for both

the specifici!¡¿ of those representations in late capitalist

Austrafia and the intransigence of meaninqs as theY exist in

this context. I'Ihile capitalism has changed there is no doubt

that there are continuing understandings of the way the

worLd is in Australia Í.e. a cosmology. Unti1 now I have

explored the paradox of change and continuity in terms of

two notions of ideology which can be considered as

addressing one or other aspect of the problem without

recognising both. I have used Kapfererrs rather

structuralist and therefore atemporal notions about the

egalitarian nature of Australian societY, and Ricouerrs
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conception of how ideologY provides a symbolic field fro¡n

within which dominant groups are able to maintain their

position. Both positions are perti.nent in examining

concepts of gender in this country.

Analysing meaning culturallY involves providing a context

understandings within that

have written that metaPhor
and examining the available

context. Lakoff and Johnson

pervades a]l aspects of our Lives and that to analyse even

the everyday involves consideration of metaphor (Lakoff and

Johnson 198O). Schizophrenia evokes a constellation of

meanings in western life, and for examining some of these

meanings, James Fernandezt discussion of metaphor and what

it achieves is usefuf. He writes:

The elementary definition of metaphor(and
metonym) from which one should work is the
predication of a sign-image upon an
inchoate subject. The first mission of
metaphor is to provide identity for such
subjects (Fernandez 1986:31).

Some caution Ís necessarY when taking this approach because

the apparent functions of metaphor do not necessarily

enlighten for us the complexities of metaphor within a given

society. Fernandezr perspective does, however, demonstrate

the closeness of metaphor and metonym and therefore enables

us to venture into cultural representation without becoming

ínvolved Ín discussions of a semantic nature which accompanY

discourse and linguistic analysis.

Schizophrenia As_ Divided Self

Before anatysing conceptualisations of schizophrenia as

i I lness the metaphor that is most central to

und.erstanding of the phenomenon needs to be addressed:

an

our

the
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conceptr-ral. i.-.;atÍrirr .rf the Schizophrenic as a divided self

which lacks coherence. This is the metaphor central to all

analyses of schizophrenia. It is also necessary to examine

,why it is that the anal,ysis of this metaphor, and perhaps

itfre suppression of particuLar other metaphors, is the basis

ifor a cultural understanding of schizophrenia.

The most basic and significant factor which psychiatrists

and social scientists alike take to be representative of

schizophrenia is the Lack of a "coherent seIf" durÍng

psychotic phases. As Mary Douglas states about people

generally, "There is no person whose 1ife does not need to

unf old i.n a coherent symbolic systê¡l1, " (DougIas 1978:72).

But this is only half the story because the coherent

symbolic system through which the se.Lf unfolds needs to be,

at some 1eve1, accessible to other people. In order to

sustain a self the individual needs to share in the symbolic

systems of those around hlet / him. The metaphoric

possibilities available to the individual are those of the

culture within which she/he is sÍtuated.

The degree of difficulty that others have in interpreting

the diagnosed schizophrenic's life world refLects the degree

of i.nt¡-.t'subjective participation required in maintaining

interaction in our society. In the Australian context, the

individual who exhibits a metaphoric system so radically

different that it is indecÍpherabfe to those around her/him

becomes the subject of medicaL intervention. One aim of this

Íntervention is to rid the person of their potentialLy

harmful symbol ic sYstems and their manifestations in the
iform oi delusions and hallucinations. Another signíficant
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act is to decípher the individuafrs symbolic system so that

it is rendered understandable within the cultural

possibilities of those not diagnosed as schizophrenic. Once

perceived understanding is achieved the schizophrenic no
ï

longer belongs to the realm of the unknown and becomes

contro I lable .

A great deal has been e\tritten on the lack of coherence

evident in the speech and actions of schizophrenics. Some

people seek to find the coherence in "schizophrenic speech

and actions" in order to help the sufferer establish herlhis

identity and to provide arenas of intersubjectivity between

schizophrenics and other people. R.D. Laing (1971, 1984),

Bateson (19?3) and Cooper (1971) were involved in helping

people to ptr t their "selves" togrether. Essentially they did

this by expLoring the metaphors used by schizophrenics so

that they, and hopefully others wouÌd provide situations in

which sctrizophrenics were able to work through their

disruption of set f and emerge with an identi f iab1e,

acceptable self . In doing this they were inv'ol'ved in

providing the construction of the unitary individual- so

necessary to western ideologY.

One of the most dramatic episodes of this particular type

of analysis was recorded. by Mary Barnes and Joseph Berke in

their story of Barnes'psychotic episodes at KÍngsleY Hall

under Berkets care. Mary, in a series of incidents during

her stay at Kíngsley HaI1 connected all of the furniture,

walls and pictures with a chatk line. She also bedaubed

herself and other items wÍth faeces. Needless to say other

people at the house considered this as at least anti-social,
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and restrictions were placed on Mary's movements about the

house during parts of her psychotic phase. At what may now

seem to be a common sense level Berke, ãS Mary's therapist,

interpreted this as an attempt by Mary to connect everything

and in thÍs way, to structure her world (Barnes, Berke

Lg82:248-263). g,f hatever the value of that particuLar

analysis it remains that Berke took a very concrete act and

used it metaphorically to describe Mary's position, not only

inside the household (at this point it was very tenuous),

but also in the world generallY. As the analyst Berke

crea.ted the metaphoric possibility that was accepted by Mary

and others. In his analysis Berke was providing this

individual. with an understandable symbolic systern that

suggested the possibility of an integrated self'1

Other interpretations of MarYrs

postulate. Rejeçt i-on of the

are not difficult to

or a resPonse to

come to mind as

Fernandez describes

actions

others

rejection by others immediatelY

possibilities but they aII invoÌve what

as the movement within metaPhor:

fn çteneral, the semantic movement
accomplished by metaphor is from the
abstract and inchoate in the subject to
the rÍiore concrete, ostensive, and easiìy
graspable in the metaphoric predicate
( Fernandez 1986:38 ) .

In the case of schizophrenia the concrete but inchoate ís

taken and rendered intel.ligible by placing it wÍthin

symbolic systems which render it graspable by the analyst.

The symboLic system which has dominated western

psychoanalysis from the time of Freud has been that of

Oedipus. DeLeuze and Guattarf iLlustrate the imperviousness
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of Freudian psychology to the interpretation by the

individual under analYsis:

The trap was set from the start: never
will the WoIf-Man speak. TaIk as he might
about wolves, howl as he might like a
wol.f , Freud does not even
lÍsten; he glances at his dog and answers,
"Itrs Daddy" (Deleuze and Guattari
1987:38)' 

ir,.,, ,l

The patient's rendition of his reality beomes subsurned by

Freudts assumed greater understanding of the necessity of

relatedness and the pathologies that arise from disjuncture

of the self. The realities of the patient are caught in the

interpretation of the analysts and reordered to render the

patientrs experiences intelligible. This appropriation of

the individuaL is a necessary part of psychiatry in its

attempt to subdue that which may be considered subversive of

the capitalist state. Individuality which is expressed

outside of the egalitarian understandings of sociality in

Australia is contained by this appropriation of divers

realities.

Diversitv and EoalitarÍanism

Individual expression, if not within the possibitities

general 1y avai 1able in the Australian context, is

potentiaJ.ly subversive of egalitarianism because it places

peopJ-e beyond the decipherable in terms of "werre all the

same". In Australia, it is very difficuÌt for people to live

with different meaning systems, even if they do replicate in

some form general cultural understandings. Even "having a

good time" becomes an isolated arena within which there are

prescriptive attitudes for its expression. One young hroman
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put it that the best she could hope for in social situations

was that in silence she would be left alone because if she

interacted with others they would not be sympathetic to her

experience of the situation.

Defeuze and Guattari. in allowing schizophrenia not only as

a metaphor but also as a multitude of possibilities, still'

involve themselves eventually in the postulate of a unity:

This tine, naturaJ' reality is what aborts
the principal root but the roots unity
subsists, âs Past as Yet to come, âs
possible (Deleuze and Guattari 1987:5)'

It seems that in the.very analysis of metaphor the provision

of the possible world views are laid out. It is at this

LeveL that deconstructionism fails to meet its own radical

claims for its own totalisÍng perspectÍve holds it within

the western thought system that it chooses to criticise'

Nevertheless, deconstructionism can be used effectívely to

describe phenomena such as capitalism, the state etc. by

contextualising them in such a waY as to examine further

political impJ.ications. A good example of this is the volume

Anti-oedipgs (Deleuze and Guattari 1983) with its

revefations of the peïvasiveness of the Oedipus myth as it

is found in western thought, particularly its expression

through psychiatrY.

The triangular representatÍon of mummY, daddy, Íl€ of the

oedipus myth, âs I poÍnted out in the previous chapter, has

implications for our construction of gender and the state'

It also has far reaching irnplications for the schizophrenic

in that, to return to normal,,; she/he must accept not only

authority but that at some level the adult schizophrenlc

must be seen to "glrow tlp". That is, potentially nove into
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the mummy/daddy role. Notions of gender can be explored
I

through the necessity of the schizophrenic adult to be

,,grown up,, because there arr-r j.n Augt ralia very dif f erent

experiences for adult females and aduLt maLes'

A schizophrenic who still hears voices must Learn to

"ignore,, them in order to affirm adulthood. A young woman

who admitted to éhoplifting and cited the voices as the

reason for doing it was told by her mother that she was oLd

enough to know that she did not need to obey the voices; she

was being told to grow up. Even if she did hear the voices

she was required to use her adult ski]ls and re ject the

unacceptable. AIl of the sufferers at the drop-in centre who

experienced auditory delusions described strategies for

coping which involved using aduJ.t powers of discernment'2

one of the ways for women to grow up in Australj.a is to

accept responsibility for the socialisation of children'

This endows women with a particular set of characteristics'

Julie Marcus in her analysis of AustraLiars most infamous

criminal trial elaborates on how Lindy ChamberLain deviated

from the normaL mother and therefore was deemed guilty in

popular opinÍon before her trial started (Marcus 1989)' This

characterisation of women as mothers is as irnportant for

schizophrenics as it is for the other AustraLian women in

that it locates their return to notmaL within the domestic

arena.

women present Later in 1i f e wi th schizophren j'a

sufferer is more likely to be married and to

dren.3 The responsibility marriage, and

y chiLdren, entailed for women was seen by both

I

I

I

I
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vol.unteers and sufferers at the Fellowship to ensure that

women "had an easier time of ít"(personal communication).

One sufferer said that in being responsibLe for house,

children etc. and given what is expected of married women

"you are in the position of having to get better". The male,

ever present as the authoritY to ensure that women meet

their responsibilities, is there as husband, state or

implicit within cultural expectations. AIso in allowing that

r^¡omen thad a better time of itt these informants were

overlooking the cÍrcumstances of women caught not by their

diagnosis but the diagnosis of their children because some

women are trapped in the caring role of their children.

Subordination, it seems, is thought to be good for women for

it is their relegation to, and responsibility foî, the

domestic arena with that mafe supervision which is

understood to lessen the burden on women schizophrenics. By

cr¡ntrast males with no responsibilities are hampered in

their struggle to get better by the requirement that they

exhibit autonomy and control as adult maLes 'in sociaf

arenas. g^IhiIe females remain in a chÍldlike and subordinate

position the males who are designated schizophrenic are

involved in reinstituting their authority and regaining

controL of theÍr own lives.

In taking control of the metaphors surroundÍng schizophrenia

analysts and the community at Large immediately introduce

understandings of what Ít is to be a normal woman or man in

Australia. These understandings are evident in the

expectations of the male sufferes who attended the drop-in

centúe. The few married male sufferers who attended the
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Fellowship expected that the domestic arena would be taken

care of by theÍr wives whether they were meeting the wives

expectations or not. As married men they expected to comment

upon and to be deferred to by their spouses reflecting the

lack of autonomy that women actually have even within the

domestic sphere. one unmarried young man who lived with his

mother announced that one of the waYS that their

refationship was different from the norm was that he was

more interested in domestic duties than his mother so that

in some ways he was more of a woman than she. He saw his

perceived relegation.to the dornestic as an impediment in

that it prevented him from embarking on an active social

Iife. These examples show the importance of males having

control, not only ,rI thejr own .].ivrls, but also of the

domestic arena as weLl.

Schizophrenia As Illness

In examining works surrounding schizophrenia the aptness of

Fernandezr definition of metaphor becomes more obvious'One

of the ways in which an analysis of meaning takes place in

psychiatry generally has been the concerted effort to defíne

schizophrenia. ThÍs is achieved by establishing its

aetiology and medicalising any involvement in assessment and

treatment of the psyche. As the twentieth century comes to a

close the number of syndromes associated with schizophrenia

is increasing and subdividisions are proliferating' The

continued exploration of metaphor as beÍng about

schizophrenics as well. as about schizophrenÍa reverberates

through all understandings. More particularJ-y those involved

in the so called "hard." sciences are embarked on enterprises
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that endow the phenomenon with a metaphoricaL presence. The

notion of a disease, with a biological aetiology, prognosis

and a possibJ.e chemical. cure is the simplest metaphor that

is applied to schizophrenia. ft is also the most common

conceptualisation that I received from volunteers and

sufferers at the FellowshiP.

However, the "disease model" had different meaning for

volunteer and sufferer. The volunteers offered this model

not only as one of hope...it holds out the possibility of

change in their Ìives and that of the sufferer.....but in

repudiation of those theories that were seen to be "blaming"

the family. Such a view derives from written work available

on schizophrenia at the drop-in centre. A large body of the

errork available on schizophrenia seems to be hidden from the

people at the Fellowship by the censorshÍp of the "experts"

of crítica1 materiat avaiLable. The -psychiatric

establishment'takes it upon itself to interpret the works

of critical philosophers, historians and social scientists

and convey only the rebuttaL of the critiques to those in

their care. PeopIe such as J.K. Wing, Michael Shepherd, E.

Fuller Torrey etc. take on the mantle of the "reaf experts"

dealing as they do with the disease modeÌ rather than making

probfematic psychiatry's dealings with the suf ferers and

their families. In this case the psychiatric establishment,

although a varied group within the disciplÍne of psychiatry,

i.s doing two things. It is tapping into the notions of real

and unreal (see Chapter one) that are apparent in

egalitarian ideology and it is a.lso reaffirming the power of

the,state to interpret that which Ís problematic wíthin its
I

l
I

domqin.
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Susan Sontag supports the reaf/unreaL dichotomy wi'th regard

to disease when she writes:

My point Ís that i I lness is not a
metaphor, and that the most truthful way
of regarding illness-and the healthiest
ç^¡ay of being ilI- is one of the most
purified of, most resistant to, metaphoric
thinking (Sontag 1987:8).

Written as it was in response to Sontagts own treatment when

she had cancer IIIness As Metaphor highlights the

ideoJ.ogica.I uses of metaphor in the ascription of disease'

However, üItimately her perspective denies the importance of

metaphor for our very understandings of the nature of

illness and the ways in which people experience their

j.llnesses (Sontag 1987, 1989).

The sufferers, although they were as adept at describing the

disease model as the volunteers, worked with a different

meaning system for they expected that in some way the things

they saw and heard needed to be dealt with. Interpretation

was needed, rlot just of the reality or otherwise of their

experiences but of the content regardless of the

avaÍlability of the meanings of those experiences to other

people. One young man divided his delusions into the

categories real and unreal. He considered hÍs

transformations into insects as real because he experienced

his skin hardening into an outer shell while there were

other aspects of his experience that he was content to

assign to the unreal and not to be acted upon. V'fhiLe this

example letr.ls itself to a semiotic analysis possibly like

Kafka's Metamorphosis I am more interested here in showing

that even to the so called schizophrenic the reaf/unreal

dichotorny is significant. The search for verisimilitude has
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involved some sufferers in forays into magic and shamanism'

These ended, more often than not, in disappointment. No

more disappointment, it should be pointed out, than they

experienced at the hands of the medical establishment when

they realised that medication and therapy did not

necessarily provide them with normality and the

characteristics associated with it. They lived with the

paradoxes of an establishment that sought to contain them

rather then understand them, or alternatively, to understand

them in order to contain then.

The definition of schizophrenia as a dÍsease is not merely a

device by which psychiatry maintains its controL over

deviance, afthough this is certainly a factor. It reflects a

general und.erstanding of what needs to be controlled within

Australian society. Schizophrenia as disease, I'ocates the

sufferer and their famil.ies within a set of complex

relationships which enables the psychiatric establishment to

define and refine their being. Moreover, iñ treating the

patient as a neutral entity it "flattens out" the

differences between the sexeS. However, as I showed

previously, there are a number of ways Ín which gender

differentiation occurs in the so-caLled medical model' By

Ígnoríng these, psychiatry participates in the continued

domination of one gender by the other. The understanding of

schizophrenia involves not only the placement of females 1n

a subordinate position vis-a vis males but maintains the

psychiatric estab.Lishment as a dominant guiding force with

regard not only to treatment but afso to understandings

abopt sc:rIizophrenia. As a disease, schizophrenj.a is

symptoms.
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that a cohort of symptoms is needed to diagnose

schizophreniform pathologies (DSM-III 198O:18O). What is

more these symptoms are graded with regard to their

significance.

Delusion- Ha]lucination and Metaphor

The two most significant symptoms are delusion and

hallucination because, in common sense terms, they

differentiate the schizophrenic from the rest of rls, s the

occurrence of del.usions and hallucinations. These, oî

course, are supposed to exist within particular time frames

in order to provide a diagnosis of schizophrenia. I examine

some specifíc de.Lusions and hallucinations but it should be

remembered onJ-y the cultural possibilities of meaning can be

referred to. There is no guarantee that such analysis will

have any resonance with the notions held by the

schizophrenic.

A rather common delusion is that of the person being

controLled by outside forces which enter the sufferer's mind

and cause her/him to act out of character or respond to

perceived rather than real threats. In one particular

instance I was told bY a sufferer that it was the media that

was trying to control the person and that media and religion

caused him to act the way he did. This not unintelligent

young man was abLe to speak effectively about the monopolies

involved in Austrafia's print and eLectronic media and the

effects that religious fervour has on the susceptible. He

spoke so cogently on the subject that the media seemed an

unlikety factor in his diagnosis until he started to talk

about a concrete presence in his head put there by the media
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and refigious bodies. After a number of discussions in which

I heard about deLusions and hallucinations I was forced to

the conclusion that the images this group of sufferers were

using were rather more concrete than I expected, or than

what is generally expected in Australia. Ú'thile I was more

than $¡i11ing to analyse media monopoly and to acknowledge

the ideological aspects of religion and the media I was not

able to accept the notion that an act ol penetration at

other than a metaphoric level had taken place'

The more concrete nature of representation that I noticed

while talkíng to sufferers at the Fel1owship is not an

unusuaJ. phenomenon in schizophrenia. Anthony 9.lilden cites

Goldstein from a 1.932 studY:

A word. when used by a schizophrenic
appears as PART of an obiect or situation,
not as a representative of it (Goldstein
cited in Í,filden 198O:60).

Often I made faux pas when discussing paintings or wrítten

mate¡, l;r I w i th the author. I used a generalised notion of

netaphor that included general understandings about colour

or words. At one time I was cut off by the painter for

saying that I thought that hÍs use of blue on the upper half

of the painting indicated, that opposed to the bottom half

which was black, that the blue was the period when he was

out of his psychotic phase. His anger was only a little

less than my perplexitY.

I had done something that I expect Lakoff and Johnson might

have done: I used. a generaJ. understanding about metaphor,

figuring that I could talk about the painting in general

terms which would aLLow me insight into the painting. 9'Ihile
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this painting could be rendered inteLligible by assuming an

intersubjective understanding of the nature and content of

metaphor, I had failed to take Ínto account the specÍficity

of the context. This painting was a very personal and

concrete representation as far as this man was concerned'

grlithout exegesis, the analysis of metaphor may become an act

of appropriation by the analyst. The available possibilities

wÍthin a culture can never be adequately categorised in the

manner that Lakoff and Johnsons suggest because such denies

the importance of context in the analysis of metaphor.4

BIue for this particular man ís the colour of his psychotic

phase. For him, it indicated a state of being miserable as

is concord.ant with the upper rather than the lower portion

of the picture.

There are a number of possibilities with regard to metaphor'

One important factor with regard to metaphor is that while

there are no hard and fast rules with regard to sets of

meanings avaitable to us, there is a point where, in order

to get along in this worfd, our meanings need to be

avaiLabLe to others. grlhen I mentioned the painting and the

fact that bLue represented the psychotic phase at a dinner

party one of my friends said that the painter obviously

liked his psychotic periods. Our everyday understanding of

metaphoric possibilities are that they are "open" to

everybody. The information from sufferers at the Fellowship

certainly did nothing to dispel the notion that experiencing

a psychotic episode is frightening for schizophrenics. The

inchoate, spoken about by Fernandez, needs to be named in

such a way as to provide metaphoric as well as concrete

representation if tht+ i'',tlividual is to be understood by

l
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those around her/him because our understandings are located

not only in the concrete but aLso in the metaphoric

possibilities that surround phenomena.

In the same way as Bateson provided sense for the man who

said that he was an, "end-table made of manzanita wood", I

have provided sense for this painting and yet at the same

time I have moved the sense of the painting from the young

manrs experience to one which fits lnto, âS an inversion,

general understandings about psychotic episodes (Bateson

cited in t¡{iLden198O:59)In reestabLishing the schizophrenic

in the "reaI wor1d" the psychiatric establishment must

either anaIYSe the hallucinations and delusions so that

they beco¡ne a part of an understandable set of meanings , ot,

by whatever means available (usua1ly chemical) attempt to

eliminate these symPtoms.

At the FellowshÍp the "refusaL" to get better was viewed

with alarm by non sufferers.'This is not surprising given

that most of them were leading lives that were, to varYing

degrees, affected by the presence, or tragically, the

absence of a relative diagnosed as schizophrenic. When

discussing her son one woman said that she would be more

content if she could be sure that in the advanced psychotic

phase he l^¡as at Least not suffering as much as he would

suffer if he responded to treatment. This was unusuaL at the

Fellowship as most of the non sufferers knew that the

sufferers would be better off accepting treatment.S

The mission of metaphor, to use Fernandez' terminoLogY,

integration. By taking the metaphors and

inteIligibI,: ri.--hizophrênics are shown to
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exist in the same social world as the "normaL" or be

und,erstandable within it. Concomitantly the appropriation of

the metaphor is the denial of the individuality of the

sufferer. When a schÍzophrenic stays in a catatonic state

ignoring the inducements of psychiatrists and social

workers, the intransigence of the disease is lamented. Yet

to be in the worLd reguires that the sufferers 1ay

themselves open to constant intrusion which ultimately

invoLves the remaking of their meaningr systems and the

appropriation of these by others. Bergman's heroÍne Ín the

fitn Throuqh A Glass Darklv took the step of requesting that

she not be returned to the normal world: this is not a

request that would be acceptable in the AustralÍan situation

for the most part.

When nobody is able to understand the intransigent nature of

the psychotic episode in the Australian context, the

sufferer is actually subject to more rather than less

intrusion by others as the disordered psyche is understood

as one which needs to be worked upon to restore 1ts

intelligÍbiIity. This intrusion takes place not only through

hospitalisation, psychotherapy and medication but also

through the changed reLationship that the sufferer has with

his immediate kin and aquaintances as well as with agents of

the state. In order to restore the inteJ-Iigibility to the

psyche of the sufferer we are involved in making her/his

reality intelligible to us;; the sufferers already understand

their own reaLÍties.

Given that sufferers who attended the Fellowship were at

various levels of "mental health!' there were of course times

when paintings and written material could be used to tap
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into understandings about schizopl1.renia and being

schizophrenic. Exegesis by the man whose painting was of an

industriaL setting wÍth pieces of a face superimposed did

indeed lead to the explanation that thÍs is what "our

society,, does to ',peop1e". Besides being an image of. the

schizophrenic experience as it is taught as well as

experienced, the painting in the wider sense was one about

a1Íenation. The expectations of those dealing with

schizophrenics, however, sometimes goes much further in

analysing the sufferers' artistic products.

/
Diaqnosis Through Art

Not only was there evident at the Fellowship a belief that

onc r;<ruLd, analyse a suffererrs condition by looking at

her/his painting or writing, there was also a strong belief

i n 1-trr,- thr:i:'.rpr:r.t"l: it; v;-¡ l.rle of tht.:,le aCi ì,vitieS. I ';vi l1 e ':¿',;¡lt itltf

these aspects of the production of meaning because they show

most ful1y the degree to which an appropriation of the

unintelligible takes place in the context of schizophrenia.

There are two instances that particularly deserve mention'

The first occurred when I was discussing with a volunteer

the paintings displayed around the walls of the Fellowshiprs

comnon room. The paintings were largely those done the

previous week during the art therapy session. After a

cursory look at the paintings the volunteer said:

You can tell a lot about peopÌe when they
paint, look, (indicating a painting) that
one was obviously sick(indicating a second
painting) he's a bit better

The paintings however were done by sufferers and non

sufferers and the sex of the artist was not displayed.

Before commenting further on this, I wilI relate another
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instance.

Thursday, which was "art therapy" day, attracted quite a few

younger people. :-ìr)¡¡r,: came to paint, some to socialise. One

young woman, oD walking into the room' annor¡nced that she

hras not feeling good and was only there to talk. This

particular woman is quite an accomplished painter and the

art therapist talked to her, eventually caioling her into

doing two paintings. The paintings were of the flowers that

the therapist had brought to provide a subiect for those who

desired direction of this sort. They were nicely executed

paintings with a proper amount of innovation so that

artistic rather photographic representation was obviously

the aim of the artist. glhen the artist lef t, without

commenting on how she felt, the therapist remarked about how

much she liked to see "them" get better and how glad she was

that the woman had done the paintings because they showed

she felt better.

In both of these cases the reference was backward fron the

work to the state of the mind of the person executing it. It

r^¡as as though the paintings allowed not onlY an appreciation

of form and available images but an entrle into the psyche.

Whereas analysts do this in consultation with their clients

thr-.re is qr.r i- t:t-. çl(rir¡:rall-y a f eeJ.ing that the immediate

wellbeing of the schizophrenic is available to anybody "with

a bi t of serìs i l. i.v i i.Y".

This insistence that the production of metaphor provides a

window on the inner life of schizophrenics is interesting

because it shows the necessity for conformity witþin the

social arena. At the same time, it' is an acknow-ledgem'ent
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that to understand schizophrenia is to undertake a form of

analysis that goes beyond the norrnaf interactional channels

and requires that their artistic work declare, as it were,

their subjective emotional 1ife. In the case of the

volunteer, he analysed paintings that were done by other

volunteers and the art therapist as though they were those

of schizophrenics. Not only that, he ascribed gender to the

artists. glhen I protested that one which he thought was

painted by a female was actually painted by a mafe, he

remained completely unfazed and designated the maLe as

effeminate. The metaphoric possibilities available to

Australians are encoded in such a way that they are seen to

refLect gender as well as the degree of mental health of the

individual. t 
-( 

[1,.' ,.. r .1, n ' '"

The analysis of metaphor is a reasonable waY of trying to

understand others. However when those others us

metaphors that we live with differentlY, it becomes

of both domination and appropriation to subsume

The analysis of metaPhor becomes

intel,l.igible that which is al.ien in the

\e the\
\

I

an act I

their

a way of making

schizophrenic. There

meanings within our own understandings. It is one thing to

analyse a painting of a grave with the words "Born Dead,

Died Always" inscribed upon it as a reasonable

interpretation of the human condition. It is quite another

to suggest that the schizophrenic is conceivj.ng this to be a

personal statement of his particular condition without

exegesis by the artist. It is yet another to suggest that,

in the act of painting or writing, the schizophrenic gains a

degree of "heafth".
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is of course a long history of the psychiatric establishment

looking to diagnose historical figures through their works.

Van Gogh particularly received this sort of attention. One

psychiatrist went a step further and did an analysis of

films that had schizophrenics as their subiect on the basis

that the films were inadequate if they dÍd not accurately

portray schizophrenia according to the DSM-III definition

(Hyler, 19s8).6 However Ít is not merely the existence of

metaphor that allows for the interpretation of the

schizophrenicrs wellbeing; schizophrenics provide the

wherewithal for interPretation.

The Meaninq of Gettinq Better

The activities at the FeLlowship come into the general

Category of "art forms". "Se1f expression" is the desired

conseguence for the sufferer. The volunteers are there to

aid thÍs and to provide information in particular areas if

they are so required. By taking part in activities that help

them to express themselves a situation akin to kindergarten

is established. Even though the sufferers are adults they

are infantilised in a world where to be an adult one takes

control of ones own expression. This situation gives some

insight into why young men tended to come to the Fellowship

on Tuesday af ternoons when nothing organised e'Ias planned.

Games of table tennis, scrabble and cards predominated.

These afternoons $¡ere also noisy and one volunteer changed

her day to Wednesday to avoid the unstructured noisiness of

t¡¡<--1+,1 r.y af ternoOns.

[.lednesday was cTaft day and those who attended were

primarily females of an older age group.
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from thirty to forty as opposed to the twenty to thirty age

group that attended on Tuesday. On these day the few men

who attended did not actively engage in craft work but would

do odd jobs that people found for them or have a game of

tabte tennis if the table was not beÍng used for craft

activities. The image of the femaLe as quiet, industrious,

self contained and amenable to the suggestions of people in

authority as opposed to the raucous, unfettered male who

defines his own activities was more than adequately

substantiated on these two days. It is important to remember

that the Fellowship caters for those sufferers who are

"getting better".

etter invoLves the individual in the the

of meaning that is accessible to other people. In

the case of schizophrenics those meanings need to be

controlfed and controllable and contained within activities

that alLow self expression through accepted forms. One day a

rather large disheve-LÌed man started roaming around the room

saying "I don't feel good......Itm paranoid". He was not

making threats nor approaching other people but it became

quickly obvious that this form of self expression was not

acceptable. His girlfriend, also a sufferer, behaved much as

the wife of a drunk at a party. Taking responsibility for

the actions of her partner she left the group she h¡as in,

apoloqised by saying that he had not gone for his "shot"

that week and cajoled him into Ieaving. Instead of the

conversation that would have followed after a drunk had left

a party there was compLete silence and people regrouped

ignoring the incident altogethe¡:. Whi,le thj.s'suf f erer was

ostensibly getting better he was also periJ.ously close to
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accepted images

control necessary

of schizophrenics in that he lacked sel'f

for Austral.ian ma1e. iclt'./'-' ' ì

The primary image of the schizophrenic in Australía ís that

of a person out of control. Kapferer explains the necessity

for setf control in Australian egalitarÍanism when he

dÍscusses drinking and drunkenness and the disgust that is

displayed in the Australian context when somebody becomes

drunk to the point of being out of/his) own control(Kapferer
t/

1988:157). The man at the FelLowship became more discernible

to everybody present as schizophrenic when he started

roaming around. As this setting is one in which those

aspects which isolate schizophrenics from the rest of the

population are being rnodified to enable sufferers to resume

"normal J.ives,,, or approximations thereof , this suf f erer

visibly upset the delicate balance between becoming i11 and

getting better. 7

NormaJ i ty & Schizophrenia are Gendered

Normafity also involves living in the community and like all

western nations Australia is having its flirtation with

deinstitutionalisation. Deinstitutionalisation is being

carried out here, as elsewhere, without the necessarY backup

in terms of accomodation and people to help sufferers

through bad times. lThis has resufted in more noticeably out

of controJ. peopl,e in public places. In South AustraLia the

media has helped to exacerbate peoplesr perception of

schizophrenics as being out of controL when commenting on

deinstitutionalisation. One particularly disturbing segment

was shown on an evening current affairs program on ABC

teLevisíon. This segment showed a lodging house where
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damage had been done by an unknown person. A schizophrenic

was targeted as the culprit. Although in terms of the report

there was no proof and the man continued to say he did not

do the damage, he was picked up by the police and taken to a

mental hospital. Although the damage had been done to the

interior of the house the last image on the screen was that

of a garden waIl crumbling, and the suggestion that we

shouLd be putting the wal1s back up again.

Norrnality involves being either a f emale or male in the

Australian context. Clifford Geertz points out that the west

generally has difficulty accepting an intersexual

being....not by reason necessarilY of its appearance but

because rrittr has to know which sex it is if we are to live

comf ortabJ.y (Geertz 1983 :83-84 ) . There is a notion that

schizophrenics are out of control and white the presence of

delusions and hallucinations and their management by the

psychiatric establishment maY, in some circumstances, be

considered neutra.l with regard to gender constitution, the

reconstitution of self and the interpretative value of

de.l.usions and hallucinations is such that it provides gender

identification.

As I stated in Chapter One, there are studies carried out

which indicate the differences in symptomatic presentation

in female and male schizophrenics. One of the first comments

I heard from a volunteer at the Fellowship was that sexual

activity became a differerrtiatÍng factor between female and

ma.Le schizophrenics: women become nymphomaniacs and men

lose interest in sexuaL activity. In a socÍety where'females
I

do not achieve autonomy female sexuaJ.ity becomes a threat
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if not under control, a point Ji]l Julius Matthews has made

in her study of the construction of gender and its

constitutÍon with regard to madness (Matthews 1984:111-

747|¡. These understandings appeared widespread at the

FeLl.owship and were reflected in the attitudes of sufferers

and volunteers.

the young men

weekends spent

disapproval

at the Fellowship readilY gave

drinking and socialising without

about their sexual. encounters

evidence of

any sign of

from the

volunteers present. Young women, oñ the other hand, were

more reticent to tafk about what seemed to be the usual'

Frirlay nighr, rrt the pub. It was relatively late in my

fieldwork that a mother of a female sufferer told me that if

her daughter seemed to be taking too much interest in males

it meant that she was "becoming i11.".

The notion that schizophrenia is a disease also carries with

it ideas about precursors of the illness. In Australian

males this mayat one leveÌ be a lessening of Iibido as well

as lethargy. For femaLes an increased libido and activity

outside the domestic sphere indicate that a psychotic phase

may be approaching. These points are verY general of course

and may be indications that the maÌe may be getting the

- f 1u' and the f emale be starting a rreví love af f air. The

thing that sets them aside is that once diagnosed as

schÍzophrenic their sexuaLities acquire a pathological

aspect.

The diagnosis of schizophrenia heralds a new life for those

so designated. As I have said before some people welcome the

diagnosis as providing ttre possibility of help while others
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see it as problematic and go to some lengths to deny its

validíty. One of the reasons for the denial in the

Australian context is that the Iabe.l. schizophrenic besides

encoding the notions of the divided self and a person out

of control, also denotes violence and hope.Lessness.

At the Fetlowship the volunteers refer to the sufferers as

"them" and the sufferers refer tO the volunteers aS "them".

The sufferers, except for those who did not agree h¡ith the

diagnosis, referred to themselves as schizophrenics. One

volunteer told me not to use the word schizophrenic -despite

the fact that I had been using Ít with the sufferers with no

complaint from them -because it made them something they

were not. In other words the label had a group of meanings

that were not covered by the "official" definition of

schizophrenia and to call somebody a schizophrenic was to

insult then.

Much has been written (Scheff 1966, Szasz 1961) on the

transformative power of the application of a Label. such as

schizophrenia. A large part of critical psychiatry has been

directed at removi.ng nomenc.Iature. This resul.ts in the label

becoming obscene instead of rídding the phenomenon of its

stigrna. Sufferers stilL have the diagnosis that informs

them that they differ from others and that they are "sick".

One of the reasons that being itI becomes an acceptable

metaphor for insanitY generally, and schizophrenia

particuÌarly, is bec¿ttt:it,' it sit,uates the individual in

relation to the state and the psychÍatric establishment. The

metaphor of schizophrenia as ilLness is one that takes to

itself the metaphors surrounding schizophrenia and aLfows
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encroachment upon the ind.ividual who experiences psychotic

episodes -:.

The notion of schizophrenia the disease, however, absolves

the sufferer from bÌame when in psychotic phases. This idea

of not being to blame was voiced by the sufferers in many

discussions about their behaviour. The voices sometimes were

assigned blame, while at others, bizarre behaviour was

ascribed to being iI1. As I wrote earlier, the voices were

concrete entities for most of the sufferers with whom I

talked. glithin the periods of psychosis there is the concept

that persons are not responsible for their actions.

Violence and eat ivi t

This notion of non responsibility was extended particular'l'y

to violent actions. One young man put it that:

V,ilerre not more violent than the rest of
you.. ..probably 1ess.. . .because we're scared a
lot of the time....but when we get angry we go
right off.

At various times it was put to me that the vÍoLence

perceived in schizophrenics was the product of peopJ'e not

understanding the iLlness and that it was unfairly described

by the media and in film and novels in an exercise of

sensationalism. The fact is that schizophrenics are no more

violent than the rest of ,r..8 However through understandings

of what it means to be out of controlran image is

established of uncontained anger: in the same e¡ay that

sexuality needs to be contained so too does anger.

g.lhile schizophrenia remains a phenomenon within which

sufferers are not held -re.sponsiblerit will continue to have

notio-ns of
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Austra.Lian egaJ.itarianism as I mentioned, above it' is
I

necessary for the individuaL. to have controL. To be out of

control indicates that the autonomous seÌf has the potential

for breaking down and producing violence. It is the Lack of

control that is potential ly subversive of Austra'L j-an

individualism because lack of controL indicates that people

do differ in terms of power both at the individual- and

structural levels. The difference and the potentiaJ for

viol.ence perceived in schizophrenics endangers accepted

understandings of what it Ís to be Australian. other groups

which display difference are portrayed in a simil-ar manner

to schizophrenics. During the fifties East European migrants

were the subject of such portrayals. Presently there is

considerable emphasis on vioLence withÍn the Vietnamese

comnunÍty.

If the people at the Fellowship were unhappy with the

ascription of violence, they were highly interested in, if

not actively promoting and encouraging ideas about the

-creativity .of 
schizophrenics. During schizophreni.a Awareness

week the coordinator of the Mental Heal'th Resource Centre

wa:; citerl ìrt the locaL newspaper as saying:

They have an incredible sensitivitY, and
there is a naivety about it which other
people try to capture and these people
seem to have automaticaJ'ly (cited in The
Advertiser L4 Oct.1989 ) .

This is the obverse of the situation with violence because

it is endows schÍzophrenics with a sensitivity that aIlows

them to use metaphor effectively as artists. In psychotic

phases peopJ.e are indeed visited by strange and bizarre

visions but this in itself is not enough to ensure greater

cièativity aestheticallY. ..Besides pqovid.ing the conte+t,
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assuming f or the moment the existence of th'e craf tman-ship

necessary in artistic endeavour, workq of merlt must al'so

appeal ln some way to the people they are directed at.

if erence of a controlled and decipherabÌe nature is to be

encouraged. The metaphors that schizophrenics ìlse, are of

course, drawn from those available within the Australian

cultural context and this does allow understanding of some

of the possibilities available in metaphor'

I am not denying that there are talented schizophrenics:

Antonin Artaud.rs poetry, and commentary on his condition

shouLd never be overlooked. I am saying that within

understandings of schizophrenia in Australia violence and

creativity can be seen as aspects of an ideology of

egalitarianism that insists that the individual be in

control and deciPherable.
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Footnotes ChaPter fV - -: . ì ,. .'''

'1. Elaine Showalter points out that:
Berke also brought to his turbulent
interaction with Mary Barnes a number of
narrohl psYchoana lyt i c ideas about
femininity and female sexuality (Showalter
1986:235 ) .

2. These strategies ranged from making decisions about
calling for help when besieged by delusions and/or
hallucinations to avoiding contact with people. The
c;¿.ri:ion decidetl rrPon required an individual' assessment of
the situation by the adult schizophrenic.

3. A comparison may be made with the Danish case
where it was found that even post diagnosis female
schizophrenics are more Iikely to marry and procreate
than male schizophrenics. rt is considered that female
sufferers because of later presentation with symptoms
have already established behaviours that enable them to
more effectiveJ.y function ín normal social situations
(saugstad:1989:14). An interesting study could be made
in the Australian case of the expectations with regard
to female and male maturity in adol'esence'

4. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have prescribed limits
for their interpretation of netaphor but this is
culturally specific. A geometric progression maY be a
better way of expressing the ramifications and
contextual specificity of metaphor.

5. There was considerable emphasis on biomedical
intervention for schizophrenia at the drop-in centre.
one of the female employees commiserated with a man
whose daughter was refusing medication but accepting
psychotherapy and told me later that psychotherapy never
worked because it went on forever. In a recent copy of
the newsLetter Dr. Paut Martin has written an open
fetter to the Fellowship about its emphasis and
increasing rel.iance on the biomedical model. (199o |25ì-.

6. Hyler's faith in the DSM III is obvious in hÍs
abstract where he wrote:

Films portraying types of mental, disorder,
from psychosis through personal i ty
disorders, are identified and examined in
terms of DSM-III diagnostic criteria. It
is concluded that although few
çtenera.I izat ions can be made, a
surprisingly large number of films are
reasonablY accurate in their
representations of varj-ous disorders, and
some may even be considered prototypical
in their portray-a1' ,of the mentally
il ì(i{yler 1988:195). -
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S.The,incj'dencofviolencemayinfactbealitt].e
incr""=",cdiwith regard to the normal population but I
know of no study iftat compares violence in diagnosed
groups with that displayed in other marginalised groups
within the community. -The flamboyance of the crÍmes I

committed by schizophrenics leads them to be dealt with
extensively in the lnedia perhaps lending credence to the'
notion that the schizophrenic is sonebody to fear.

7. It was usual rather t-han otherwise f or there to
be at Least one suf fer.er.!"rhg wêE nqt feeling well- on the
days that I attended the drop-in centre. However the
atmosphere at the centre was not usually disturbed
because the distressed sufferer would have long
conversations with either the vofunteer of the session
or either of the two employees in the privacy of one of
the offices.
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Conclusions -.:

In the course of this thesis I have examined femaleness and

maleness as they are constitutcd and refracted in an

Australian context. The study of schizophrenia, a phenomenon

which defines and marginalises people, revealed

conceptualisations of gender as they emerge in the everyday

understandings of the "disease". The thesis itself has a

structure which is based upon the concerns of those who are

ínvolved with schizophrenia and reflects important

institutional processes in Australia. Notions surrounding

seIf, family, state and metaphor are all integral to ways

in which AustraLians Live their lives, âS t^Iomen or men.

using Kapfererrs structuralist approach I have argued that

blame and responsibility are integral to the individualism

which is an aspect of the egalitarian ideology which

underLies the Australian state. The assignátion of blame and

responsibility may be said to be an aspect of the cultures

of alL western capitaList states but they present

differentJ.y in specific cultural contexts. In Chapter One I

expJ,ored the way in which notions of the self are evident in

our understandings of what it is to be a schizophrenic

AustraL ian and the importance this has for the

reesablishment of the healthy self. The healthy self in the

Australian context is a gendered sel,f which defines not only

the interiority of the person but also the arenas within

which people operate and how they cooperate in them.

the famify, for Àustralians, represents both a haven and a

prison. In examining the ways in which notions of the family

are, embedded in und.erständ'lngls 'of sctrizophrerri-a, I,, iha-vê: '

I
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elicited concept Ual.isations of femal.eness and maf eness.'The

particufar ramÍficat.ions that these conceptualisations have

for r^romen and men are elaborated upon with the not

surprising conclusion that women. particularly as mothers

(which I would argue is integraJ. to the construction of all

types of women in AustraÌia), -Thef have their areas of

responsibiLity defined by men and patriarchal institutions.

The group that defines areas of responsibility is the one

which is able to assign bfame-

The farnily Ís an integral part of fate capitaLism, it is

the centre for both production and consumption, and it is

liabl,e to intrusion by the state. The maintenance of the

family requires that as a phenomenon the family is healthy'

Families which give rise to perceived pathologies are

exanined in the light of those pathologies and its members

categorised accordingly. In Chapter Three I dealt with the

way in which the state, througih its agents, appropriates the

family and constitutes it through bureacratic structures'

The famiLies of those diagnosed as schizophrenic are

marginalised and reorganised accordíng to an acceptable

model.l Once again notions of femal'eness and maleness are

woven through the constitution of the family and are evident

in the understandings surround.ing schizophrenia. Blame and

responsibilÍty take a different path with the "families"

bearing responsibility and the agents of the state assigning

blame. Nevertheless it is the female as schizophrenic or

healthy which is confined and constrained by the

understandings of gender as they are reffected through state

apparatuses.
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The representation of ourselves implies that there is
I

available knowledge for i.nterpretation. In the AustraLian

context that I have described representation and its

interpretation requires that not only is the self of others

decipherable but that it has the characteristics of aL1

other selves.
"lt'-^ 

' 'i' "t L :./
When the schizophrenic provides metaphor it is the analyst

who provides a "sense" which invoLves appropriating the

metaphor by which somebody is interpreting the worl'd. It is

the analyst's interpretation that is finally the one

accepted by the schrizophrenic if she/he is to be considered

well. The controL of metaphor is one of the most important

features of the oppression of marginalised groups in

Australian society for it is through metaphor that people

experience being a gendered individuaÌ. rn exploring

representations of schizophrenia in chapter Four I

elaborated not only on the aspects of gender construction

that are evident in the understandings of schizophrenia as

illness but aLso on the way in which schizophrenics, women

and men, are dominated by the Austra.l. ian insistence on a

functionaf self which requires different characteristics for

females and maLes.

A Discussion of Theorv

Throughout the thesis I have tried to merge the
understandings I have of Kapferer's analysis of Australian

life with a perspective which makes aspects of that life

problematic. The most immediate need was to provide a

sense of the transient understandings of the phenomena under

Study. These are gender r,elations and,schizophrenia, as welf

as those seemingìy..intran5igent aspects of Australian
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cufture. To this end I'exanined those phenomena through

different perspectives, elabo¡:atit-g particularly those

facets of Àustralian sociaL life which are oppresslVe.

Ricouer's approach to ideologY, €ls I have suggested at

various points in the thesis, becomes necessary part of

understandÍng how oppression of schizophrenics and women can

be understood. It is as an aspect of an ideoì.ogy that is, in

fact, to a large degree decipherable in the cultural

understandings of those oppressed. Symbolic structures are

untenable if they exist purely in the head of an analyst.

Indeed,as ideological underpinnings, they need to be

utilised in order to be reproduced and refracted throughout

social 1ife.

This aspect of the analysis of social Life is dealt with in

Kapferer when he locates reproduction in praxis as a

reflection of Australian myth. My use of Bourdieu's ideas

about the reproduction of meaning being located in the

practices of everyday life has been different. I have tried

to locate the reproduction of conceptual.isations of gender

in notions of schizophrenia which, whiLe it seems exotic at

one feveL, requires understandings of what it is to be

Australian not only in unreflected praxis but afso in

reflected upon activitY.

The egalitarian togic with its attendant individuaLism is a

part of Austral i;¡ i t1 late capita-Iism. Its existence is

evident in specific state forms. Nevertheless there is

another specif ici ty ,n¡[ i.,:h underlies, oI coexists, with

ideology. It is this othe'r,,spêc:i,f icit.y, that .KaBterer has

caÌl.ed. ¡nt-oIogy. An t.4i1 tn i¡råt.r i¿ùtr: .r,rf..';rl,rltOÀogy thoUld reveal,
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.....the fundamental pri'nciples of a bei¡rg in \he wonld ând -

the orientation of such a being towar.d tn-e hol: i2o4srof.,'its "'

experience (Kapferer 1988:79).

For Kapferer an examination of the fundamental. princfples

revealed racism as a characteristic of Australian culture.

.In this thesis I have located important aspects of sexism,

if not mysoçtyny, as a part of ontology in the Australian

cultural context.
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